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ABSTRACT
The microstructural properties of M23C6 (M: mainly Cr), the predominant pre-
cipitate phase of Alloy 709, were studied with respect to the correlation with the
austenite matrix, γ-Fe. Alloy 709 specimens, aged at 550, 650, and 750℃ for 1
- 3000 hours, were investigated using electron microscopy and synchrotron X-ray
diffraction (XRD). Intergranular M23C6 precipitates were first formed on high angle
grain boundaries, followed by the formation of lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates
on twin boundaries. The precipitation time threshold of M23C6 was different from
the known behaviors of other Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic steels so that the Time-
Temperature-Precipitation diagram of the M23C6 precipitate phase in Alloy 709
was newly suggested. The presence of the intergranular M23C6 caused compressive
stress on the austenite matrix and tensile stress on the M23C6 precipitates. With
increasing aging time, the stress became higher due to the volumetric expansion of
the M23C6 precipitates.
The crystallographic characteristics of the intergranular M23C6 were investigated
analyzing diffraction patterns of the intergranular M23C6 precipitates and the neigh-
boring austenite. The intergranular M23C6 were formed on the grain boundaries in a
cube - cube relationship with the austenite, [001]γ-Fe‖[001]M23C6 and [110]γ-Fe‖[110]M23C6 .
The intergranular M23C6 on the high angle grain boundaries grew toward the oppo-
site side of the parent austenite grain while maintaining a lattice correspondence,
3·aM23C6 ≈ aγ-Fe. The lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates on the twin boundaries
also exhibited the analogous growing behavior.
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In situ synchrotron XRD tensile tests were performed to reveal the mechanical
response of the austenite and the precipitates in Alloy 709. The lattice strain evo-
lution of the austenite was anisotropic for all aging conditions. Grains orientated
with {2 0 0}γ-Fe yielded first, inducing compressive microstress on grains orientated
with {2 2 0}γ-Fe. Grains orientated with {1 1 1}γ-Fe did not yield over the entire
strain range. The M23C6 precipitates preferentially hardened {2 0 0}γ-Fe orientated
grains that determine the yield of the austenite matrix during lattice strain develop-
ment. The material was substantially strengthened due to the load partitioning by
M23C6, which was proportional to its volume fraction. The further increase of the
load partitioning by the precipitates was limited due to the mechanical failure of the
precipitates, which was confirmed by microcrack formations near the precipitates.
iii
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1.1 Development of Structural Material for Advanced
Nuclear Reactors
Nuclear energy has been a crucial component in the global energy systems and
currently faces challenges. According to the International Energy Agency(IEA) re-
port of 2014, nuclear energy constitutes approximately 5% of the world primary
energy demand in 2012. The demand of nuclear energy will double from 642 Mtoe
(million tonnes of oil equivalent) in 2012 to 1210 Mtoe by 2040, although there
were declines in the demand for nuclear energy in the aftermath of the Fukushima
Daiichi accident on Mar 11 2011 [1]. The most recent IAEA report said 448 nuclear
fission reactors have a generating capacity of 391 (electrical) GWs (status as of
December 2016) [2]. It is projected that the global nuclear power capacity for 2030
will increase by 1.9 % in the lowest case scenario and by 56 % in the highest case
scenario [2]. In order to respond to the growing demand of electricity generation,
advanced nuclear fission reactors, which are called Generation IV reactors (Gen IV),
are currently being researched to enhance safety, reliability, and economics. After
comprehensive discussions over decades, six nuclear reactor concepts (three ther-
mal reactor concepts and three fast reactor concepts) were selected. The thermal
reactor concepts were the very-high-temperature reactor (VHTR), the molten-salt
reactor (MSR), the supercritical-water-cooled reactor (SCWR). As for the fast re-
actor concepts, the gas-cooled fast reactor (GFR), the sodium-cooled fast reactor
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(SFR), the lead-cooled fast reactor (LFR) were chosen [3].
A number of candidate structural materials are being evaluated in regard to high
temperature performance under irradiation and are summarized in Table 1.1 [4].
Structural materials for advanced nuclear reactors will be used in reactor vessels,
primary loop piping, control rods, etc. The materials will be continuously exposed
to high temperature, harsh irradiation, and substantial stress for the service time
of several tens of years. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the requirements in dose and temper-
ature for in-core structural materials for all Gen IV reactor concepts exceed those
of existing nuclear reactors [5]. Challenging issues in the development of structural
materials are mechanical behaviors at higher temperatures, resistance to corrosion
and creep, and stability against radiation damage without detrimental microstruc-
tural degradations.
Figure 1.1: The requirements in dose and temperature for in-core structural
materials for all proposed Gen IV reactor concepts (adapted from ref. [5]).
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Table 1.1: Candidate structural materials for Generation IV advanced reactors
(adapted from ref. [4]).
Reactor F-M Austenitic ODS Ni-base Graphite Refractory Ceramics
concept steel∗ S.S. steel† Alloy Graphite Alloys
VHTR S - - P P S P
MSR - - - P P S S
SCWR P P S S - - -
GFR P P P P - P P
SFR P P P - - - -
LFR P P S - - P P
P: Primary option, S: Secondary option
∗F-M: Ferrite-Martensite, †ODS steel: Oxide dispersion-strengthened steel
1.2 Alloy 709
Among the Gen IV concepts, the SFR receives great attention because of the
sustainable closed fuel cycle, abundant fuel availability, good economics, and safety
[6, 7]. The structural materials in the SFR should withstand high temperatures of
up to 600◦C under exposure to corrosive sodium coolant so the structural materi-
als must exhibit superior creep/corrosion resistance and mechanical performance.
Three candidate materials such as ferrite-martensite steel, austenitic stainless steel,
and oxide dispersion-strengthened (ODS) alloys have been investigated for use in
the SFR reactors [4, 8–10].
Compared to other candidates for the SFR, austenitic stainless steels exhibit
better properties in terms of resistance to creep, corrosion, and heat. Main alloying
components of austenitic stainless steels are Cr and Nb. The addition of Cr to
austenitic steel improves corrosion/oxidation resistance and hardens the material.
Ni is added to stabilize the austenite. Austenitic stainless steels with higher Cr
and Nb composition are generally used for applications at the temperature higher
than 600◦C. In addition, austenitic stainless steels exhibit acceptable formability
and weldability. Therefore, austenitic stainless steels are considered as suitable
materials for most of Gen IV reactors including the SFR, while there are remaining
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issues like relatively larger void swelling under neutron irradiation and higher cost
due to a higher Ni composition.
Alloy 709 is derived from NF709 (Fe-20Cr-25Ni-1.5Mo-Nb-B-N austenitic steel),
which was developed by Nippon Steel Corporation (Tokyo, Japan) in the 1980s for
high-temperature reactors. The alloy composition is a little different from NF 709
(Composition of Alloy 709 can be found in Chapter 3.1). Much higher amounts
of Cr and Ni are added to austenitic stainless steels with an Fe-Cr-Ni base system
to improve corrosion resistance and stabilize the austenite. NF709 shows supe-
rior creep and corrosion resistance at elevated temperatures compared to general
austenitic stainless steels [11–13]. The increased operating temperature of advanced
nuclear power reactors has led to the development of Alloy 709.
Many studies were performed to characterize the mechanical and corrosive be-
haviors of Alloy 709 at the elevated temperature up to 750◦C [14–21]. Alloy 709
showed better performances in thermal stability, mechanical properties, weldability,
creep resistance, and sodium compatibility compared to other advanced austenitic
alloys [10]. The steady state creep rate of Alloy 709 was the lowest among high
temperature resistant stainless steel such as NF 709, SS316 L(N), the British steel
(20Cr-25Ni), and 316H [14,22]. Creep-fatigue tests showed that grains larger than
400 µm are detrimental to creep-fatigue life [15]. The radiation induced microstruc-
tural evolution of Alloy 709 has not been investigated yet, whereas the previous
study of NF 709 showed the distributions of Frank loops, voids, radiation in-
duced precipitates, and radiation induced segregation in NF709 was similar to other
austenitic steels [23]. Although many advantages of Alloy 709 over other candidates
were revealed, most studies were limited with respect to the microstructural aspects.
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Figure 1.2: Compact loop SFR power plant system (adapted from ref. [7]).
1.3 Research Focus
The material investigated in this study is Alloy 709 (one of the Fe-20Cr-25Ni
austenitic alloy class), which is currently recognized as a promising candidate struc-
tural material for the SFR. While high-temperature performance of Alloy 709 is
being researched, the study of precipitation during aging at elevated temperatures
is also of considerable interest because the microstructural changes due to precipi-
tation are associated with the performance of structural materials.
The study of microstructural evolution during age hardening (precipitation hard-
ening) at elevated temperatures is essential because the microstructural changes
due to precipitation are critically associated with the properties and performance
of Alloy 709. Precipitation is one of the most critical factors influencing the mi-
crostructure of metal alloys. In particular, the carbides have a strong tendency to
nucleate and grow along grain boundaries(GBs), which affect the mechanical prop-
erties of structural components. It is well known that the carbides strengthen the
material by inhibiting movement of dislocations or defects. In opposition to this,
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the presence of intergranular carbides deforms the GBs and, therefore, provides
nucleation sites for microcracks, which initiate the intergranular fracture of the ma-
terial. However, there is still a lack of research on how the intergranular precipitates
correlate with the characteristics of the GBs and affect the mechanical properties of
the materials, although many microstructural aspects of the precipitates have been
revealed so far.
Consequently, this study focuses on the intergranular precipitation in Alloy 709
and its impact on the microstructural and mechanical properties of Alloy 709. The
experiments were designed to investigate the morphological evolution of intergranu-
lar precipitates and the surrounding austenite matrix during aging, the correlation
between the intergranular precipitates and adjacent austenite matrix, and the role
of intergranular precipitation in strengthening of the material. The first objective of
this study is to reveal the general features of the precipitates in the aged Alloy 709 in
comparison with the as-received Alloy 709. Chapter 3 will analyze the images and
the XRD diffraction spectra of the aged Alloy 709 with various aging conditions.
The second objective is to investigate the microstructure of the precipitates on the
grain boundaries and to study how the microstructure and the distributions of the
precipitates correlate with the neighboring austenite in terms of crystallographic
characteristics. Chapter 4 will discuss the analysis of the diffraction patterns and
the dark field images of the precipitates in Alloy 709 that show the crystal ori-
entation and the morphological distributions. The third objective of this study is
to assess the mechanical properties of Alloy 709 that are affected by the presence
of the precipitates. Chapter 5 will cover the utilization of the synchrotron XRD




Since Alloy 709 has recently drawn interests as a candidate structural material,
the microstructural properties of Alloy 709 have not yet been well studied. How-
ever, many previous reports showed that various kinds of precipitate phases were
formed in the Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic alloy class. The dominant precipitate phase
after high temperature aging was M23C6 (M: mainly Cr) that was observed mostly
on GBs. Since the morphology of M23C6 varies according to the GBs properties,
this review first focuses on how to describe the structural relation between the
precipitates and the metal grains in terms of characterization of the interphase in-
terface and the GB. Preceding studies that reveal the precipitation behaviors of
the Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic alloy class are summarized. The growing behaviors
of the intergranular M23C6 precipitates were different among GB types and the
existing explanations for the behaviors are introduced. The intergranular precipi-
tates either strengthen the material or accelerate the intergranular fracture under
stress. The impact of the intergranular precipitates on the mechanical properties of
the material is also covered. In addition, a model that predicts an anisotropic re-
sponse of austenitic steel, a polycrystalline material with an fcc structure, to stress
is explained. Finally, brief backgrounds of electron microscopes and X-ray pow-
der diffraction (XRD), analytical tools for the investigation of the morphological
evolution of nano- or micro-sized grains, are explained.
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2.1 Interphase Interfaces and Grain Boundaries
2.1.1 Interphase Interface between Precipitates and Neighboring
Metal Matrix
The interphase interface is a boundary between two distinct phases which may
have different crystal structures and/or lattice parameters. The crystal structure
of the precipitates may be identical to that of a bulk matrix, but the composition
and the lattice parameter are different from the matrix. Thus, an interface between
a precipitate grain and a metal grain is called the interphase interface while an
interface between polycrystalline metal grains is referred to as the grain boundary.
A schematic of the interface types is shown in Fig. 2.1. When the lattice planes of
precipitates are continuous with the bulk lattice planes and show no lattice misfit,
the precipitates share a fully coherent interface with the surrounding metal matrix
as shown in Figs. 2.1(a) and (b). Because the atomic structure is perfect along the
interface, only mismatching chemical bonds between the phases contribute to the
interfacial energy, which is the lowest among the interphase interface types (γcoh
= γchem ≈ 5-200 mJ/m2) [24]. The small precipitates have almost fully coherent
interfaces, which lose coherency with the matrix as the precipitates coarsen. As
seen in Figs. 2.1(c) and (d), a long-range uniform elastic strain next to the interface
is replaced with a localized strain through the introduction of interface dislocation
to reduce the surface energy. A semi-coherent interface has small mismatches in the
crystal lattice and can be characterized by the presence of dislocations and lattice
strain. A strain (misfit) term is added to the interfacial energy of the semicoherent
interface (γsemicoh = γchem + γstr ≈ 200-800 mJ/m2). When the precipitates and the
matrix have no lattice plane continuity as seen in Figs. 2.1(e) and (f), their interface
is categorized as an incoherent interface. The structural contribution is dominant
in the incoherent interfacial energy and its interfacial energy is much higher than
the coherent and semicoherent interface (γincoh = γchem + γstr ≈ 800-2500 mJ/m2).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of interface types: (a, b) Fully coherent interface. (c, d)
Semicoherent interface with lattice strains and dislocations. (e, f) Incoherent
interface (adapted from ref. [25]).
2.1.2 Categorization of Grain Boundaries
The grain boundary is a boundary that separates single-phase two grains with
different crystallographic orientations. GBs are categorized according to the mis-
orientation between two adjacent grains as low-angle GBs (LAGBs), coincidence
site lattice boundaries (CSLBs), or high-angle GBs (HAGBs). The misorientation
matrix, M, is expressed in terms of rotation axis [u, v, w] and rotation angle θ:
M =

uu(1−cos θ)+cos θ uv(1−cos θ)+w sin θ uw(1−cos θ)+v sin θ
uv(1−cos θ)+w sin θ vv(1−cos θ)+cos θ vw(1−cos θ)+u sin θ
uw(1−cos θ)+v sin θ vw(1−cos θ)−u sin θ ww(1−cos θ)+cos θ
 (2.1)
Here, [u, v, w] and θ can be calculated using following equations [26]:
[u, v, w] = [M32 −M23,M13 −M31,M21 −M12] (2.2)
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θ = arccos




LAGBs have a rotation angle between two neighboring grains less than approxi-
mately 15◦ and the other two categories have boundaries with rotation angles larger
than 15◦. The classification of CSLBs and HAGBs is based on the coincident site
lattice (CSL) model [27], which identifies the relation between two adjacent grains
using a geometrical construction based on the geometry of the lattice. When the
second lattice rotates along the rotation axis, several coincident lattice positions can
be measured, as shown in Fig. 2.2, and the number of coincident lattice positions
is used to characterize the type of GBs. The CSL boundaries are characterized by
Σ, which is the ratio of the number of coincidence sites in a unit cell to the total
number of all lattice sites in an unit cell. When Σ is less than or equal to 49, the
boundary is defined as a CSLB. Calculated rotation angles and axes of each Σ value
can be found in [26]. If the rotation angles and the rotation axis do not match to
any of CSLBs, the GB is categorized as a HAGB. An application of the CSL model




, where θm is the misorientation angle from the exact CSLB structure [28].
For example, twin boundaries occur when one of two identical crystals rotate 60◦
or 180◦ along the [1 1 1]; in this case, one lattice position per every three lattice
positions are shared between the twin lattices as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). Accordingly,




2.1.3 Energy of Grain Boundary
The LAGBs and the low-Σ CSLBs (Σ ≤ 29 in general) are, in general, known
to possess a lower boundary energy and mobility than the high-Σ CSLBs (Σ > 29
in general) and the HAGBs due to their good atomic fit. No model has worked
for the interfacial energy per unit area γ for each GB type. Instead, the interfacial
energy per unit area, γ, is quantitatively predicted by several models and confirmed
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Figure 2.2: Two examples of CSL relationships: (a) The Σ3 boundary (twin
boundary) with a rotation angle of 60◦ and a rotation axis of [1 1 1] and (b) The
Σ5 boundary with a rotation angle of 36.9◦ rotation and a rotation axis of [1 0 0]
(adapted from ref. [29]).
by following experimental results. γ is associated with the increase of the Gibbs
enthalpy, which is given by
dG = −SdT + V dP +
C∑
i=1
µIdN i + γdA (2.4)
where S is the entropy of the system, T temperature, V the volume of the bicrystal,
P pressure, C the number of constituents, µI the chemical potential of the con-






Read and Shockley assumed that the grain boundary is a row of dislocations and








where µ is the shear modulus, B the slip vector of the dislocation, µ the Poisson
coefficient, and C a constant depending on the dislocation [31]. The Read and
Shockley formula works well for the LAGBs; γ is proportional to θ in the range 0
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to approximately 20◦ as shown in Fig. 2.3 [32]. Changes in the misorientation angle
are strongly correlated with the interfacial energy for the misorientation angle lower
than 20◦ on the [1 0 0] and [1 1 0] rotation axes. In contrast, the interfacial energy
is independent in the range of 20◦ - 70◦ on the [1 0 0] rotation axis. On the [1 1
0] rotation axis, the interfacial energy abruptly drops near 70◦ and 129◦ that are
equivalent to the misorientation angle of the {1 1 1} twin plane.
Figure 2.3: Measured relative energies of (top) [1 0 0] and (bottom) [1 1 0]
rotation axes in aluminum as a function of θ (adapted from ref. [32]).
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2.2 Precipitation in Austenitic Stainless Steel
2.2.1 Precipitation of Fe-20Cr-25Ni Austenitic alloy
A wide variety of precipitate types are formed in austenitic steels during aging
and are listed in Table 2.1 (Previous studies are summarized in [33,34]). Although
there is a lack of basic research on Alloy 709, previous studies of NF709 revealed
that the major precipitate phases of NF709 are M23C6 (M: mainly Cr), MX (M:
Nb or Ti, X: C or N) and Z phase (CrNbN) [12, 23, 35]. An occurrence of the
precipitates depends on aging conditions such as aging time and temperature. The
precipitates were found mainly near the GBs after 1000 h aging at 700◦C, but the
precipitate phase was not disclosed in the study [12]. M23C6, Cr3Ni2SiX (X: mainly
N), and Z-phase were observed at the GBs and the twin boundaries after 100 h
aging at 750◦C as seen in Fig. 2.4 [35]. The specimens after 3000 h aging at 750◦C
exhibited G-phase (Ni16Nb6Si7) that was formed from NbC as a result of silicon
segregation [36]. The typical particle size of M23C6 and Cr3Ni2SiX precipitates was
0.5-1 µm and Z-phase precipitates showed widths of 50-100 nm [35].
Table 2.1: Structures and compositions of main precipitates in austenitic stainless
steel (adapted from ref. [33]).








M23C6 fcc a=1.057-1.068 M: mainly Cr, Fe,Mo
Z phase tetragonal a=0.3037,c=0.7391 CrNbN
M6C diamond cubic a=1.062-1.128 (FeCr)21Mo3C, Fe3Nb3C, M5SiC
Intermetallics
σ phase tetragonal a=0.880, c=0.454 Fe-Cr-Ni-Mo
Laves phase hexagonal a=0.473, c=0.772 Fe2Mo or Fe2Nb
χ phase bcc a=0.8807-0.8878 Fe36Cr12Mo10
G phase fcc a=1.12 Ni16Nb6Si7, Ni16Ti6Si7
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M23C6 has an fcc crystal structure (space group Fm-3m) identical to that of
austenite and its lattice parameter is one-third that of austenite (3·aM23C6 ≈ aγ-Fe).
The M23C6 precipitates in Alloy 709 grow with a cube - cube relationship, [001]γ
‖ [001]M23C6 and [110]γ ‖ [110]M23C6 . Therefore, the orientation of the DPs of the
M23C6 precipitates is the same as that of the austenitic matrix, and the spacing
between diffraction spots are one-third that of austenite as shown in Fig. 2.4 (f).
Utilizing these facts, the DPs could be analyzed to reveal the crystallographic cor-
relation between the M23C6 and the austenite.
Figure 2.4: Various morphologies of the precipitates in NF 709 after 100 h aging
at 750◦C: M23C6 on (a) GBs, (b) along incoherent twin boundaries, and (c) on
coherent twin boundaries. (d) Diffraction patterns from the precipitate shown in
(c). (e) NbN precipitate. (f) Typical diffraction patterns from the M23C6 with the
austenite diffraction spots indexed (adapted from ref. [35]).
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2.2.2 Growth Mechanism of Intergranular M23C6 Precipitates
During cooling of a metal alloy, the solid state reaction produces and coarsens
precipitates in the matrix. The precipitates can be nucleated anywhere (homoge-
neous nucleation), or the heterogeneous nucleation of precipitates can take place
preferentially at specific sites such as dislocations or GBs. The carbide precipitation
along the GBs has been studied since the early 20th centuries because it is a crit-
ical factor influencing the mechanical degradation such as intergranular corrosion
(IGC) and intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) [37–40]. The spread of
electron microscopes has promoted research into the microstructural behaviors of
intergranular precipitates. In particular, the growth mechanisms of the intergran-
ular M23C6 on HAGBs were relatively well studied. The systematic investigation
utilizing TEM by Lewis and Hattersley revealed, for the first time, that {1 1 1}
of M23C6 is parallel to {1 1 1} of the austenite matrix, independently of M23C6
nucleation sites [41]. It was explained that the reduced strain-energy on the bound-
aries and dislocations where locally perturbed lattice positions exist is attributed to
nucleation and diffusion. The in-situ TEM observation of austenitic stainless steel
304L, under in-situ annealing at 650℃, provided supporting evidence for the pref-
erential migration of intergranular M23C6 towards incoherent matrices [42]. Fig 2.6
showed that fine M23C6 precipitates on GBs grow and aggregate in a film-like layer.
The observation of the Cr depletion in the interface with the incoherent matrix,
which was confirmed from the EDS line scan, indicated that the Cr diffusion from
the incoherent matrix contributed to forming the precipitates. The high interfacial
energy of the incoherent interface between the intergranular M23C6 precipitate and
the austenite matrix was the driving force for the preferential growth of intergran-
ular M23C6 [42].
Precipitation morphologies are different among the GB types. Lewis and Hat-
tersley observed that the shapes of intergranular M23C6 varied and suggested that
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the angle of the GBs could be associated with them. Fine intergranular M23C6 and
lamella-shaped precipitates were distributed on the LAGBs and the twin bound-
aries, respectively. Lim et al. reported that the growth of intergranular M23C6 in
LAGBs was retarded in comparison to that on HAGBs as shown in Fig 2.5 [43]. The
low grain boundary energy probably results in delaying the growth of intergranular
M23C6.
The formation of these lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates has been observed and
discussed in many studies [41, 43–46]. There has been controversy over why the
precipitates near the incoherent twin boundaries grow in the shape of lamella, al-
though they agree with the explanation that dislocations provide nucleation sites
for the lamella-shaped precipitates. Lewis and Hattersley explained that the nucle-
ation of M23C6 was possible due to Shockley partial dislocations with the Burgers
vector 1
6
a<112> near the incoherent twin boundaries, but that there was no specific
reason for the spread of lamella-shaped M23C6 outward from the incoherent twin
boundaries [41]. According to Sasmal, the localized residual stress on the incoher-
ent twin boundaries due to the anisotropy of austenitic steels probably influenced
the nucleation and growth of the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates [46].
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Figure 2.5: Intergranular M23C6 precipitation on (top) HAGBs and (bottom)
LAGBs under isothermal treatments at 720℃ for (a) 0.1 h, (b) 1 h, (c) 10 h, and
(d) 100 h (adapted from ref. [43]).
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Figure 2.6: (top) In-situ TEM observation of intergranular M23C6 growth: (a) 0,
(b) 1, (c) 3, (d) 5, (e) 10 and (f) 60 min. (bottom) Schematic illustrations of the
intergranular M23C6 growth (adapted from ref. [42]). The samples were annealed
at 650℃.
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2.3 Impact of Precipitates on Mechanical Properties of
Austenitic Steels
2.3.1 Precipitation Hardening
Precipitation hardening is one of the ways for strengthening the material. The
precipitates in metal alloys are nucleated due to a decrease in the solubility limit
of the alloying elements when the alloy is cooled. The fine impurity precipitates
embedded in metal alloys impede the movement of dislocations or cause defects in
the crystal structure. In particular, the precipitates act as obstacles to the disloca-
tion motion so that more stress should be applied on the dislocations penetrating
through the precipitates. Since the dislocations are the dominant plasticity car-
riers, the interaction between precipitates and dislocations leads to an increase of
the yield strength of materials. As a dislocation bypasses precipitates in its slip
plane via the classical Orowan bowing process, it induces a dislocation loop on it,
as shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). The closed loops around the precipitates generate sec-
ondary multiple dislocation loops near the precipitates. The precipitate-induced
dislocations also attribute to increase residual stress and resistance in the matrix
near the precipitates.
2.3.2 Microvoid Formation near Intergranular Precipitates
It is well known that fracture cracks propagate along the GBs. HAGBs show
a tendency to lower fracture stress because HAGBs are more susceptible to GB
sliding compared to other grain boundary types. It was found that cavities were
formed on most HAGBs during deformation, indicating the HAGBs provided pref-
erential sites for microcavities or microcracks [48]. The losses of ductility near the
intergranular precipitates weaken the GBs and accelerate the microvoids formation.
Considering that the precipitates strengthen the material, the competition between
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of primary and secondary loops around precipitates
(adapted from ref. [47]). (a) Shear-induced primary loops around the precipitate.
(b) Secondary slip caused occurred by the nucleation and glide of secondary
prismatic loops (interstitial and vacancy).
grain boundary sliding and cavitation probably plays a role during the intergranu-
lar cracking; however, a general mechanism to predict the behavior of GBs during
deformation has not been yet suggested.
2.3.3 Lattice strain response to stress in austenitic stainless steel
The austenitic stainless steels are an elastically anisotropic polycrystalline mate-
rial with a face-centered cubic structure. The residual stress in this type of mate-
rial is classified into three types according to the scale: macrostress (called σI or
Type I stress), intergranular microstress(σII or Type II stress), and intragranular
microstress(σIII or Type III stress) [49]. When the macrostress is applied to the
fcc material, individual grains respond differently to the intergranular microstress
and, in the elastic regime, the stiffness of the increased lattice strain depends on the
inherent anisotropy of the material. The Reuss’, Kroner’s, and Voigt’s model are
mostly used to predict the anisotropy of polycrystalline materials [50, 51]. Among
these, Reuss developed the model based on the assumption that the same stress is
applied over all grains and the strain of each grain is varied by the anisotropy of
the material. Reuss’s model has worked well in single phase cubic materials. The
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h2k2 + h2l2 + l2k2
(h2 + k2 + l2)2
(2.10)
The lattice response to the applied stress in the loading direction for fcc mate-
rials is illustrated in Fig. 2.8 (Each lattice plane is perpendicular to the loading
direction). The slope of each curve in the elastic regime represents Ehkl; E111 >
E220 > E002. The stiffness of the increased lattice strain of {1 1 1} orientated grains
is the highest and {0 0 2} orientated grains the lowest in the elastic regime. In
the plastic regime where the lattice evolution is non-linear, elastically soft {0 0 2}
orientated grains exhibit much higher tensile strain after the yield point. From the
yield point, the curve for {0 0 2} reflection starts to deviate from the linearity as
shown in Fig. 2.8. The lattice evolution of the {0 0 2} orientated grains turn from
tensile to compressive and {0 0 2} orientated grains maintain the linearity after the
yield point. The precipitates take up load in part in the elastic regime, and the
load starts to transfer to the precipitates once the planes of the austenitic matrix
yield. Most of the load is partitioned to the precipitate when the material is highly
strained.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the lattice strain in a function of applied stress in the
loading axial direction for elastically anisotropic fcc materials like nickel and
austenitic steels (adapted from ref. [49]). Each curve represents the lattice strain
development of grains orientated with {h k l} lattice plane perpendicular to the
loading direction.
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2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEM) are widely used to investigate the
crystal structure of the material. When the electrons interact with the crystal
planes of the material, they are diffracted according to the crystal structure of
the specimen and form specific patterns on the reciprocal space, which are called
electron diffraction patterns (DPs). The DPs of each crystal can be obtained by
locating the selected area diffraction (SAD) aperture in the TEM. Fig. 2.9 illustrates
the basic imaging operation modes in the TEM: bright field (BF) and dark field
(DF). An image arising from the direct-beam electrons is called a BF image and its
contrast is attributed to the mass density and phase. When an objective aperture
allows diffracted electrons along a specific plane as shown in Fig. 2.9 (b) and (c),
the contrast only results from the reflection of the planes interacting with electrons
(Examples of DF images can be seen in Chapter 4.3). Hence, the diffracted beam
with the specifically oriented crystal pole reveals the crystal information of the
grains. Since images from electrons impinging off the optic axis suffer from strong
aberrations and astigmatism, the diffracted beam should move to the beam axis
(the center of the image plate or the screen) for better focus as seen in Fig. 2.9 (c).
The other TEM application is dislocation observations. The contrast of dislocations
can be enhanced if the specimen is tilted under the ”two beam condition” where
the Kikuchi line lies on one specific diffracted point. The Kikuchi line arises due to
the multiple electron scatterings and shows a stereographic projection of the crystal
orientation.
Whereas an almost parallel electron beam is illuminated on an electron-transparent
specimen in the TEM, a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) scans
a focused electron beam over the specimen in a raster pattern. High-angle annular
dark-field (HAADF) images can be taken when the detector collects any or all of
the diffracted electrons with a high scattering angle. Because incoherently scattered
23
Figure 2.9: Ray diagrams of (A) BF image, (B) displaced-aperture DF, and (C)
centered dark-field image (adapted from ref. [52]).
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electrons with a large diffracted angle are sensitive to changes in the atomic number
(Z) of the interacting atoms, the contrast is directly related to the atomic number.
Particles with higher Z exhibit brighter contrast; therefore, these particles can be
easily recognized as seen in Fig. 2.10 (c).
Figure 2.10: (A) Ray diagrams of BF image and annular dark field (ADF) image.
(B) Distributed diffracted electrons in the SAD pattern. (C) ADF image and (D)
BF image of nano particles (adapted from ref. [52]).
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2.5 Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction Analysis
The synchrotron x-ray analysis has several advantages over conventional tabletop
XRD measurements. The high-flux synchrotron x-ray returns much higher signals
at the detectors and its signal collection time is extremely short. For example, it
typically takes less than a second to obtain 2D diffraction profiles from specimens
compared to approximately an hour in conventional tabletop XRDs, making in-situ
tests during loading possible. In addition, the high energy X-ray can penetrate
through the specimen (with a thickness of at most several millimeters); therefore,
microstructural information of the whole specimen can be easily obtained without
destruction. A higher signal-to-noise ratio and a higher angular resolution are other
advantages of synchrotron diffraction techniques.
The X-ray beam is diffracted at a specific angle during penetration when the
d-spacing of the material satisfies Bragg’s law:
2dsinθ = nλ (2.11)
where d is the d-spacing value of the diffracting planes, θ the incident angle, n an
integer, and λ the X-ray wavelength. The diffracted angles with strong intensity
due to constructive interference of the beam are called reflections. The intensity
other than the exact reflection angle should be zero under the ideal condition, a
perfect crystal structure and a monochromatic beam consisting of perfectly parallel
incident X-rays. If an incident angle of the beam path is slightly different from
the Bragg angle, the destructive interference is not perfect so the intensity at this
angle is not zero anymore. The non-zero intensity of the beam causes the peak
broadening and is affected by the grain size, while the FWHM of the peak curve
should be zero in the ideal diffraction condition, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The width
of the diffraction peak increases as the crystal size decreases and its contribution
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where β is the spectral integral line breadth (FWHM is typically used in calcula-
tion), D the average linear dimension of the particle, K the Scherrer constant, and
λ the X-ray wavelength.
Figure 2.11: Schematic of (a) XRD peak broadening due to particle size (b) XRD
peak in the ideal condition (adapted from ref. [53]). FWHM of the peak curve
increases as the size of the crystal in actual XRD measurement experiments. The
beam intensity should be zero except for the exact Bragg angle when the incident
beam is perfectly parallel and monochromatic.
The position of each reflection is correlated with lattice parameters, so the posi-
tion shifts under deformation or stress and can be used to determine the internal





where d is the d-spacing value of a specific lattice plane under stress and d0 is the
initial spacing without stress. For example, when the material is strained along
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the loading direction, d increases more than d0. Because XRD measures 2θ in a
reciprocal space, 2θ in inverse relation to d becomes smaller with increasing stress,
as shown in Fig. 2.12(b). In addition, the peak broadening is also attributed to the
microstrain and the dislocations inside grains. If the grain is not strained uniformly,
the plane spacing of some regions of the grains vary from the initial value, resulting
in the formation of sharp scattered peaks near d0, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.12(c).
Williamson and Hall presented that the peak breadth could be calculated as a sum










where ε is the strain.
Figure 2.12: Schematic of XRD peak profiles when the grain is under (a) no strain
(b) uniform strain (c) nonuniform strain (adapted from ref. [53]).
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CHAPTER 3
PRECIPITATION IN ALLOY 709
The first objective of this study is to study the morphological and growth prop-
erties of the main precipitate phase in the aged Alloy 709, M23C6. The Alloy 709
specimens were examined using various analytical tools after aging at 550, 650, and
750℃ for 1 to 3000 h. SEM and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were used
to observe the morphological features of each aging condition in comparison with
those of the as-received Alloy 709. TEM and STEM analysis revealed the crystal
structure and the chemical composition of the precipitates and the austenite ma-
trix. The volume fraction and the lattice parameter of the precipitates in the Alloy
709 specimens were calculated from the synchrotron diffraction profiles. M23C6
precipitation on GBs was observed in the Alloy 709 specimens aged at 650 and
750℃. Various shapes and distributions of the M23C6 precipitates were discussed in
the context of the correlation between the precipitates and the grain boundary in
order to figure out the impact of the precipitation on the morphological changes.
Morphological properties of Alloy 709 were similar to other austenitic steel whereas
the growth behavior was different. Finally, the Time-Temperature-Precipitation
(TTP) diagram of the M23C6 precipitate phase in Alloy 709, which shows the grow-
ing behavior of those, could be determined.
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3.1 Experimental Methods
3.1.1 Material and Aging Condition
The alloying elements of Alloy 709 are listed in Table 3.1. Forged and hot rolled
Alloy 709 was supplied by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The bulk
Alloy 709 material was cut into samples with a dimension of 40× 6× 6 mm for
aging at respective conditions. The specimens were aged at 550, 650, and 750℃
for 1 to 3000 h in air. Table 3.2 provides details of each specimen such as aging
time and temperature, as well as the analysis performed. This temperature was
chosen due to its relevance to advanced nuclear reactor designs, which may operate
at higher temperatures than current commercial plants. All samples were placed
in furnaces at room temperature. Then the furnaces were programmed to ramp up
to the desired final temperature at a rate of 20◦C per minute. The start time for
the aging process was initiated only after the temperature of the furnace stabilized
(approximately 30-40 minutes after initiating the temperature ramp). Temperature
was monitored using thermocouples inserted into the furnaces. The samples were
cooled in air (air-quench) after aging.
Table 3.1: Composition in wt% of Alloy 709
Fe Ni Cr Mo Mn Si C
bal. 25.00 19.69 1.46 0.88 0.28 0.063
N S P Ti Cb B
0.14 <0.001 <0.005 <0.01 0.23 0.0022
3.1.2 Specimen Preparation for Electron Microscopy
SEM and TEM specimens were prepared to investigate the microstructural evo-
lution of the exposed coupons. Cross sections were cut and mounted in the holder
of a Buehler polishing machine using a crystal bond. The specimens were polished
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A709-AsR∗ - - SEM, XRD, in-situ XRD, EBSD, EDS, TEM
A709-550C10h 550 10 SEM, XRD
A709-550C100h 550 100 SEM, XRD
A709-550C300h 550 300 SEM, XRD
A709-550C1000h 550 1000 SEM, XRD
A709-550C3000h 550 3000 SEM, XRD
A709-650C10h 650 10 SEM, XRD
A709-650C100h 650 100 SEM, XRD
A709-650C300h 650 300 SEM, XRD
A709-650C1000h 650 1000 SEM, XRD
A709-650C3000h 650 10 SEM, XRD
A709-750C1h 750 1 SEM, XRD
A709-750C5h 750 5 SEM, XRD
A709-750C10h 750 10 SEM, XRD, in-situ XRD
A709-750C100h 750 100 SEM, XRD
A709-750C300h 750 300 SEM, XRD, in-situ XRD, EBSD, EDS, TEM, STEM
A709-750C1000h 750 1000 SEM, XRD
A709-750C3000h 750 3000 SEM, XRD, EBSD, EDS, TEM
∗AsR : as-received
with 240, 400, 800, and 1200 grit SiC papers lubricated with water, followed by
9, 3, and 1 µm diamond suspension polishing. Finally, 0.3 µm alumina suspension
polishing and 5keV-30µA Ar ion beam milling was used as the final preparation
step for SEM and EBSD analysis. This was due to the fact that the electrolyte
polishing method, the typical final polishing step for stainless steels, preferentially
etched the GBs, resulting in an uneven topology near the GBs. After observation of
the morphologies of each specimen, representative samples were selected for further
investigation of the microstructure of the GBs and the M23C6 precipitates: A709-
AsR, A709-750C300h, A709-750C3000h. The GBs decorated with the precipitates
were lifted out and bonded to a copper grid using a focused ion beam (FIB) system.
Electron-transparent TEM specimens with a dimension of 10× 10× 0.1 µm were
examined using TEM and STEM.
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3.1.3 Electron Microscopy
The analysis that utilized various kinds of electron microscopes was carried out
in the Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory Central Facilities of the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana and Champaign. A JEOL 7000F SEM equipped with
an EDS and an EBSD, an FEI Helios 600i dual beam SEM/FIB, and a Scios 2
SEM/FIB equipped with an EBSD were used for plan view. Each operating pa-
rameter was carefully optimized to obtain high-quality SEM images. SEMs are
typically operated at a high accelerating voltage (15 to 30 kV depending on the
instrument) so that the electron probe diameter can be focused smaller to improve
the sharpness and the resolution of the images. However, the penetration (ap-
proximately 3.1 µm in Fe at the beam energy of 30kV) and the diffusion of high
energy electrons become severe, making it difficult to observe the morphologies of
the precipitates (with a size of at most several hundred nanometers) or the GBs at
the top surface. To offset poor resolution at the lower accelerating voltage mode,
the SEM was operated with a short working distance: the accelerating voltage of
5 kV and the working distance of 2-4 mm. The short working distance enhanced
the channeling contrast, which arose from the difference in the crystal orientation,
due to the backscattered electrons. Since the backscattered electrons always con-
tribute in part to the image contrast in the secondary electron mode, the secondary
electron detector could pick up more back scattered electrons in the short work-
ing distance, although their intensity is weak. The main disadvantage of the short
working distance mode is that the depth of focus is significantly short; however, this
could be canceled out by a very flat topology after an ion beam milling. Fig. 3.1
shows differences between the SEM operating conditions. In contrast to Fig. 3.1
(a) taken in the operation mode with the high accelerating voltage and the long
working distance, Fig. 3.1(b) explicitly shows twin boundaries (marked with yellow
arrows) when the accelerating voltage and the working distance were reduced to
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5kV-4mm from 15kV-15mm.
A Hitachi 9500 TEM, a JEOL 2010 LaB6 TEM, and a JEOL 2010F STEM
were used to take bright field (BF) images, dark field (DF) images, and diffraction
patterns (DPs) of representative regions. The Hitachi 9500 equipped with a LaB6
electron emission gun was operated at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV to achieve
0.18 nm resolution. A wide angle double tilting holder (+/-45 degrees on two axes)
of the JEOL 2010 LaB6 TEM was ideal for checking multiple crystal poles, although
it had a lower acceleration voltage of 200 kV and a poorer resolution of 0.28 nm.
The JEOL 2010F STEM, equipped with an Oxford INCA 30 mm atmosphere thin
window (ATW) detector, was performed to obtain HAADF images and EDS spectra
for the investigation of the chemical distributions near the GBs. The JEOL 2010F
STEM was operated at 200 kV and used a Schottky field emitter source.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of SEM images with different operating conditions. Both
images were taken at the same region of the aged Alloy 709 specimen (at 750℃ for
3000h, A709-750C3000C) with conditions of (a) 15kV accelerating voltage and 15
mm working distance and (b) 5kV accelerating voltage and 4 mm working
distance. A twin structure (marked with yellow arrows) was clearly observed at




The synchrotron XRD analysis was performed in the APS (advanced photon
source) synchrotron 1-ID beam line in Argonne national lab. The schematic of the
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.2. A monochromatic 71.676 keV X-ray beam
(equivalent wavelength λ is 0.173 Å) with an incident beam size of 100× 100 µm
was irradiated on the specimens. The 2D diffraction rings were recorded on a 4-
panel set of GE detectors called the Hydra detectors. 200× 200 µm detecting pixels
were arrayed on the 409.6× 409.6 mm detectors (2038 pixels along each horizontal
and vertical line). The distance and the tilting angle between the specimen and
each GE detector were calculated from calibrating a 2D diffraction ring pattern
of a reference specimen, CeO2, The distance from the specimen to the detectors
varies between 2179.6 - 2180.3 mm. After converting the 2D rings to the 1D XRD
spectra, the spectra were fitted to a pseudo-Voigt function using GSAS 2 to find
the center(θ), intensity, and width of each peak [55].
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the synchrotron diffraction experiment
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3.2 Microstructure of Aged Alloy 709
3.2.1 Morphological Changes in Aged Alloy 709
The SEM images in Fig. 3.3 show microstructures of (a) the as-received Alloy
709 (A709-AsR) and (b)-(d) the Alloy 709 after aging at 750℃ for 300 h (A709-
750C300h). In the as-received sample, the intragranular precipitates were very
sparse and no precipitation was observed on GBs. The synchrotron diffraction
results (discussed below) confirmed that the phase of the intragranular precipitates
is NbN or cementite (Fe3C) and that M23C6 precipitates were absent in the as-
received specimen. In the aged specimen, the frequency of intragranular precipitates
increased and the precipitates were present on GBs throughout the aged specimen.
EDS analysis (not shown) found that most of the precipitates inside grains or on
the GBs have strong Cr peaks, confirming their phase, M23C6. The concentration
of carbon in the precipitates could not be determined since the EDS system is not
applicable for quantification of lightweight elements. The analysis of DPs and XRD
spectra from these precipitates also confirmed the phase of M23C6 (the results and
discussion can be found in Chapter 4), confirming that M23C6 is the predominant
precipitate phase in aged Alloy 709.
M23C6 showed a strong tendency to nucleate and grew along the GBs in Alloy
709, similar to other austenitic steels. Some intergranular M23C6 precipitates were
connected to adjacent precipitates and exhibited semi-continuous growth along the
GBs up to a few micrometers in length. Growth of the precipitates towards neigh-
boring grains was also observed. Lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates were formed
near incoherent twin boundaries, with the growing direction parallel to the coherent
twin boundary, as seen in Fig. 3.3 (b)-(d). The thicknesses of the lamella-shaped
M23C6 precipitates were uniform, approximately tens of nanometers in thickness,
and the length varied from approximately 100 nm to, at most, about 1µm. Fig. 3.3
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(c) and (d) show intense precipitation near a triple junction. The development of
intergranular M23C6 and lamella-shaped M23C6 was much more intense than in the
bicrystal GBs. Intergranular precipitates with a thickness between 100 and 250 nm
were formed almost continuously near the triple junctions. Lamella-shaped precipi-
tates were also observed at distances as much as several micrometers away from the
GB. The length of these precipitates far from the GBs was relatively longer than
that of the lamella-shaped M23C6 near the GBs but the thickness was similar.
Figure 3.3: SEM images of (a) as-received Alloy 709 (A709-AsR), (b-d)
750℃-300h aged Alloy 709 (A709-750C300h). (c) and (d) exhibited an intense
precipitation on a triple junction.
Fig. 3.4 shows EBSD maps representing different orientations of grains and distri-
butions of GBs. Grains in the as-received and the aged Alloy 709 had the average
size of 20 - 30 µm. The twin boundaries, LAGBs, and HAGBs account for ap-
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proximately 75%, 7%, and 18% of GBs in the aged Alloy 709 (A709-750C300h),
respectively. The distribution of GBs in the as-received specimen was analogous to
the aged one.
The EBSD results in Fig. 3.5 revealed that the intergranular precipitation of
M23C6 correlated with the GB characteristics. The distribution of precipitates var-
ied according to the Σ value of GBs. Relatively large precipitates were formed
along the HAGBs (marked with yellow arrows), whereas precipitation was sup-
pressed on the LAGBs. The preferential precipitation of intergranular carbides on
the HAGBs was previously observed in other austenitic steels. Trillo and Murr
concluded that this precipitation behavior on the HAGBs was due to their high
interfacial energy [56].
Figure 3.4: EBSD maps of 750℃-300h aged Alloy 709 (A709-750C300h). They
represented the distribution of the grains and the GBs. Twin boundaries (Σ3 and
Σ9) accounted for most of GBs (approximately 75%); the frequency of HAGB and
LAGBS were approximately 7% and 18%.
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Figure 3.5: (a) SEM image of 750℃-10h aged Alloy 709 (A709-750C10h). (b) GBs
with calculated Σ values. (c) Inverse pole figure (IPF) map
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3.2.2 Precipitation in Alloy 709
The 1D diffraction profiles of the as-received Alloy 709 (A709-AsR) and the aged
Alloy 709 at 750◦C for 300h (A709-750C300h) were extracted to identify all pre-
cipitate phases, as depicted in Fig. 3.6. It was confirmed that NbN and cementite
(Fe3C) were present both in the as-received Alloy 709 specimen and the aged Alloy
709 specimen. As observed in the SEM results, the only difference between the
aged specimen and the as-received one is the formation of M23C6. The formation
of G-phase was not detected whereas G-phase was transformed from residual NbN
in the other Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic alloys [57]. The peak intensity of the residual
NbN precipitates did not change much among the XRD spectra of other specimens,
suggesting the residual NbN precipitates was stable during aging of Alloy 709. NbC
was observed in TEM specimens but was not indexed in the XRD spectra. No Z
phase (CrNbN) peak was observed in the spectra for all aging conditions, although
the TEM analysis in this study found a precipitate with Cr and Nb composition
in the Alloy 709 specimen aged at 750◦C for 3000h (A709-750C3000h). However,
the exact phase could not be confirmed from the DPs due to its small size (approx-
imately 100 nm). The simulated precipitation behavior in NF 709 and Alloy 709
showed that at 750℃ the Z phase starts to nucleate and grow within 1 h or less but
the volume fraction is negligible until it significantly increases after 10000 h [58,59].
The previous TEM works on Alloy 709 specimens aged at 550 - 650 ◦C for 3000 h
exhibited that the Z phase did not precipitate during aging [60]. It was estimated
that the Z phase precipitated at 750℃ but their volume fraction was too small to
detect. The Cr consumption by the dominant M23C6 phase probably hindered the
formation of the Z phase; however, the explanation for the precipitation of the Z
phase could not be conclusively drawn here.
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Figure 3.6: XRD spectra of as-received and 750℃-300h aged Alloy 709. All
precipitate phases were identified and each reflection was indexed.
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3.3 Growing behavior of Intergranular M23C6 in Alloy 709
3.3.1 Morphological Evolution of Intergranular M23C6 in Alloy 709
under Varying Aging Conditions
The SEM images in Fig. 3.7 show microstructures of aged Alloy 709 specimens
with various aging conditions: (a) 550℃-3000h (A709-550C3000h), (b) 650℃-10h
(A709-650C10h), (c) 650℃-100h (A709-650C100h), (d) 650℃-300h (A709-650C300h),
(e) 750℃-1h (A709-750C1h), (f) 750℃-5h (A709-750C5h), (g) 750℃-10h (A709-
750C10h), and (h) 750℃-3000h (A709-750C3000h). The morphologies of all spec-
imens at 550℃ were analogous to the as-received specimen; no precipitate was
observed on GBs. For 650◦C aging conditions, all samples were different from the
as-received one, except for the 650◦C-10h specimen (Fig. 3.7(b)) without inter-
granular precipitates. Fig. 3.7(c) showed that at 650℃-100h condition the M23C6
precipitated on some GBs, while lamella-shaped M23C6 were not found throughout
the specimen. In the 650◦C-300h specimen, both intergranular M23C6 and lamella-
shaped M23C6 were observed. The frequency of the intergranular M23C6 was low in
the 650◦C-100h specimen and became higher when the aging time increased. These
results confirmed that at 650℃ the intergranular M23C6 precipitates first precipi-
tate out on HAGBs and their precipitation (time) threshold is approximately 10 to
100 h, and that the formation of the lamella-shaped M23C6 needs an aging of 100
to 300h. For 750℃ aging conditions, while the 1 h aged specimen (Fig. 3.7 (e))
showed a small precipitation on the HAGBs, intense precipitation was observed in
other specimens with longer aging time as shown in Fig. 3.7 (f)-(h). The frequency
of the intergranular M23C6 and the lamella-shaped M23C6 became higher with in-
creasing aging time. The precipitation of intergranular M23C6 and lamella-shaped
M23C6 started within 5 hours under aging at 750
◦C, showing consistency with the
simulated precipitation behavior of M23C6 in NF 709 [59].
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Figure 3.7: SEM images of aged Alloy 709 with various aging conditions: (a)
550℃-3000h, (b) 650℃-10h, (c) 650℃-100h, (d) 650℃-300h, (e) 750℃-1h, (f)
750℃-5h, (g) 750℃-10h, and (h) 750℃-3000h.
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3.3.2 XRD analysis of Intergranular M23C6 in Alloy 709 under
Varying Aging Conditions
Fig. 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 show 1-D XRD spectra of specimens aged at 550, 650,
and 750℃. Like SEM results above, no M23C6 peak was observed at the expected
positions of (420)M23C6 and (460)M23C6 for 550℃ aging conditions, as depicted in
Fig. 3.8. The XRD spectra of the 650◦C-10h specimen in Fig. 3.9 exhibited very
weak peaks near the (420)M23C6 and (440)M23C6 position but they were indexed as
oxides. The SEM results for this aging condition, showing no intergranular M23C6,
also supported the absence of M23C6 in the austenite matrix. The strong peaks in
other spectra confirmed that the precipitation threshold was 100 h for 650◦C aging.
Fig. 3.10 showed that the M23C6 precipitates were present in all the specimens
aged at 750◦C. Taking into account the SEM and XRD results, the precipitation
threshold of the M23C6 precipitates at 750
◦ probably is likely to be approximately
1 h, showing consistency with the simulated results of NF 709 [59].
Figure 3.8: XRD spectra of Alloy 709 aged at 550℃. No peak was observed at the
expected positions of M23C6.
The intensity of the (422)M23C6 , (420)M23C6 , and (442)M23C6 peaks grew with in-
creasing aging time, indicating that the volume fraction of M23C6 became higher.
The volume fraction of M23C6 was calculated using the GSAS 2 software. Fig. 3.11
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Figure 3.9: XRD spectra of Alloy 709 aged at 650℃. (420)M23C6 , (422)M23C6 , and
(440)M23C6 were found except for 10 h aging. Peak shifts to left and increases of
the intensity were observed with increasing aging time.
Figure 3.10: XRD spectra of Alloy 709 aged at 750℃. (420)M23C6 , (422)M23C6 , and
(440)M23C6 were indexed in all aging conditions. Peak shifts to left and increases of
the intensity were observed with increasing aging time.
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shows the increase in M23C6 volume fraction in relation to the aging time. The
reason for the abrupt decrease of the M23C6 volume fraction in the 750℃-3000h
specimen was not clear. The fraction slowly increased until 3000 and 1000 hours
for 650 and 750℃ aging conditions, respectively. The simulation by Shim et al.
predicted that for 750℃ aging the volume faction significantly increases after 1 h
and reaches a plateau, approximately 3.2 %, after 2 hours [59]. The maximum of
the volume fraction of M23C6 in this study was 0.253 %; its carbon content was
calculated as 0.013 wt%. Considering the nominal carbon content in Alloy 709 of
0.067 wt%, the M23C6 volume fraction was not likely to reach to saturation. The
much lower carbon composition of Alloy 709 (0.063 wt% in Alloy 709 and 0.15 wt%
in NF 709) was estimated to cause the slower growth of M23C6. It may need more
samples with longer aging conditions for better statistics.
Figure 3.11: M23C6 volume fraction curves of as a function of aging time for Alloy
709 aged at 650 and 750◦C.
The width of the M23C6 peaks varied little among different aging conditions,
suggesting there was no correlation to the aging time. The simulated behavior also
showed that the size of M23C6 saturated right after the precipitation time threshold
of M23C6 [59].
In Fig. 3.9 and 3.10, it could be noticed that each M23C6 peak shifted left
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with longer aging time, indicating the lattice planes of M23C6 were under stress.
Because the recorded diffraction rings were in a reciprocal space, the diameter
of diffraction rings was inversely related to the d-spacing value. The 2θ value of
M23C6 became smaller while the d-spacing grew and vice versa. Fig. 3.12 shows
that at 650℃ the d-spacing of the M23C6 remained steady until 300 h, and increased
with aging. At 750℃ , it increased gradually from 10 h to 1000h. The d-spacing
of the austenite matrix followed a trend of gradually decreasing with increasing
aging time. Assuming that the as-received sample is free of stress, Eq.2.13 gives
the lattice strains of the austenite matrix are −1.2× 10−3 and −1.4× 10−3 for
the 650◦C-3000h specimen and the 750◦C-3000h specimen. In case of M23C6, the
minimum d-spacing value of 750℃ was used for the strain calculation. General













Here {h k l} specific Young’s modulus and Poison’s ratio were obtained from the
in-situ experiments (discussed in Chapter 5) and ε33 was assumed to be same as
ε22. Fig. 3.13 shows the absolute value of the stress on the austenite matrix and
the M23C6 precipitates became larger as the aging time increased. Considering the
direct relationship between the volume fraction of the M23C6 and the aging time, the
increase of the residual stress on the austenite matrix and the M23C6 precipitates
was thought to result from the volumetric expansion of the M23C6 precipitates on
the GBs. Therefore, it could conclude that the austenite matrix is subjected to
a compressive stress because of the presence of intergranular M23C6, and that the
stress grows as more precipitates are formed on the GBs.
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Figure 3.12: d-spacing curves of (a) M23C6 precipitates and (b) the austenite
matrix of as a function of aging time for Alloy 709 aged at 650 and 750◦C.
Figure 3.13: Stress curves of the austenite matrix and M23C6 precipitates as a
function of aging time for Alloy 709 aged at 650 and 750◦C.
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3.3.3 Time-Temperature-Precipitation Diagram of M23C6
Fig. 3.14 conclusively depicts that the Time-Temperature-Precipitation (TTP)
diagram of the M23C6 precipitate phases in Alloy 709. The TTP diagram of Alloy
709 for the temperature range of 650 - 750◦C has different features in comparison
with the known behaviors of the Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic steel class [57]. No M23C6
was formed until 3000 h for 550℃ aging condition, although the intergranular M23C6
was observed after 300 hours in the other Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic steel. At 650 and
750℃, the precipitation time thresholds were approximately 100 and 1 h, while those
were 30 and 10 h in the other Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic steel.
The aging time required for the formation of the intergranular M23C6 on HAGBs
and the lamella-shaped M23C6 on twin boundaries were different. The intergranular
M23C6 precipitated out first and then the lamella-shaped M23C6 on the twin bound-
aries followed. In particular, the M23C6 precipitates started to form on HAGBs
at 650℃ -100h and 750℃ -1h aging conditions, whereas the lamella-shaped M23C6
precipitates on twin boundaries did not for these conditions. In contrast to the pre-
vious works that failed to show the discriminated behaviors of the lamella-shaped
M23C6, this finding would contribute to a better understanding of the precipitation
behaviors of the intergranular M23C6.
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Figure 3.14: Time-Temperature-Precipitation (TTP) diagram of Alloy 709 for the
temperature range 550 - 750◦C: (a) M23C6 precipitates on HAGBs and (b)




M23C6 PRECIPITATES IN AGED ALLOY 709
The second objective is to figure out the crystallographic correlation of inter-
granular M23C6 precipitates with the neighboring matrix for a better understand-
ing of their microstructures. The results in Chapter 3 found that the morphologies
of intergranular M23C6 precipitates were distinct between the GB types. Accord-
ingly, the microstructures of the intergranular M23C6, which were distributed on the
HAGBs and the twin boundaries, were investigated. This study further investigated
the crystallographic characteristics of the lamella-shaped M23C6 on twin boundaries
that has not been clearly revealed yet, although many studies found that the M23C6
precipitates grow with a cube - cube relationship with the austenite matrix. TEM
was utilized to categorize the GB type and obtain DPs of the austenite matrix
and the M23C6 precipitates. The analysis of the DPs was subsequently performed
to uncover the crystal orientations of the M23C6 precipitates in comparison with
those of the neighboring austenite matrix. The DF and HAADF images showed
the distributions of the M23C6 precipitates on the HAGBs and the twin boundaries.
Based on the crystallographic relations of the intergranular M23C6 precipitates with
the neighboring austenite matrix, the schematic of the microstructures of the inter-
granular M23C6 precipitates on the HAGBs and the twin boundaries are presented.
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4.1 Experimental Methods
4.1.1 Indexing of crystal poles
The zone axis is a lattice vector that is parallel to the intersecting line of a set of
lattices planes, as shown in Fig. 4.1. When the lattice vector [U V W ] lies in the
plane (h1 k 1 l1) and (h2 k 2 l2), U h1 + V k 1 + W k 1 = 0 and U h2 + V k 2 + W k 2
= 0. This relationship is known as Weiss Zone Law. The zone axis can be used to
represent the crystal pole of a TEM specimen that lies in the reference frame of the
TEM. The diffracting planes should be parallel to the incident electron beam, so
the zone axis of diffraction patterns can be easily calculated using Weiss Zone Law.
The observed diffraction patterns were indexed using the software tool CrysTBox
to find the zone axis [61]. Since the cubic lattices have 24 rotational symmetries,
the indexed zone axis of observed DPs is represented not as a particular [U V W ]
direction but as a family of directions <U V W>. To calculate the rotation angle
and the axis between the grains, it is critical to obtain the particular relationship
between the zone axes of the specimen. This can be determined using the following
equation:
cos ρ =
U1U2 + V 1V 2 +W 1W 2√
(U12 + V 12 +W 12)(U22 + V 22 +W 22)
(4.1)
Here ρ is the tilting angle between the two zone axes and can be measured from
the TEM experiments. Finally, a set of three corresponding particular zone axes
satisfying the equation are used to find the angles from the reference axis.
4.1.2 Calculation of rotation matrix
TEM can only obtain images of a small part of the Kikuchi map, which is not
enough to directly measure the angle between the crystal poles because of its high
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Figure 4.1: Zone axis [U V W ] and diffracting planes (h1 k 1 l1) and (h2 k 2 l2).
magnification. Therefore, the triangulation method in Jeong’s work [62] was used to
analyze the GB types in TEM images. After aligning the representative crystal pole
in the Kikuchi map along the reference e-beam axis, symmetric DPs were indexed
to find the zone axis (The zone axis of DPs is now the same as the crystal pole).
These steps are repeated to measure three different zone axes and the corresponding
tilting angles, which are later analyzed to find the misorientation matrix between
the two neighboring grains. The detailed explanation on indexing of DPs can be
found in Chapter 18.4 of Ref. [52]. Fig. 4.2 shows the schematic diagram of the
reference coordinate in the Ewald sphere for calculation of the rotation matrix.
Three crystal poles H1, H2, and H3 of Grain I are selected; [U 1 V 1 W 1], [U 2 V 2
W 2], and [U 3 V 3 W 3]. Their corresponding tilting angles are (α1, β1), (α2, β2),
and (α3, β3). Indexing of Grain II also follows the same process and the parameters
are listed in Table 4.1.
The triangulation method determines the relationship between the beam direction
[U b V b W b] and the measured crystal poles. In this method, indexed zone axes
are divided by the magnitude of the vector and then inserted into the equations:
[U′V′W′] = [
U√
U2 + V2 + W2
V√
U2 + V2 + W2
W√
U2 + V2 + W2
] (4.2)
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where γ1, γ2 and γ3 are the interpolar angles between crystal poles and the reference
beam direction. The interpolar angle can be calculated in terms of tilting angles






cos (α1 − α) + cos (β1 − β)− 1
cos (α2 − α) + cos (β2 − β)− 1
cos (α3 − α) + cos (β3 − β)− 1
 (4.4)












cos (α1 − α) + cos (β1 − β)− 1
cos (α2 − α) + cos (β2 − β)− 1
cos (α3 − α) + cos (β3 − β)− 1
 (4.5)












cos (α1) + cos (β1)− 1
cos (α2) + cos (β2)− 1
cos (α3) + cos (β3)− 1
 (4.6)
For the X-tilt axis and the Y-tilt axis, (α, β) in Eq. 4.5 can be substituted with (0◦,
90◦) and (90◦, 0◦). These give a misorientation matrix from the reference frame of
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V X-axis V Y-axis V b
WX-axis WY-axis W b
 (4.7)
Finally, a misorientation operator ∆MI-II going from Grain I to Grain II can be
calculated:
∆M I-II = M IIM I
-1 (4.8)
where MI and MII are the misorientation matrices of Grain I and Grain II in the
sample reference frame.





α β α β
[U 1 V 1 W 1] α1 β1 [U 4 V 4 W 4] α4 β4
Grain I [U 2 V 2 W 2] α2 β2 Grain II [U 5 V 5 W 5] α5 β5
[U 3 V 3 W 3] α3 β3 [U 6 V 6 W 6] α6 β6
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the reference coordinate in the Ewald sphere; α and β
are the tilt angle (adapted from ref. [62]).
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4.2 Microstructure of As-received Alloy 709
Fig. 4.3 shows the BF images of the as-received Alloy 709 specimen (A709-AsR).
Similar to the SEM results in Chapter 3, no intergranular precipitate was observed
along the GBs. Several precipitates were found in the 10× 10 µm specimen, indicat-
ing that the frequency of the intragranular precipitates was quite low. The intrinsic
dislocations were known to provide the nucleation sites for the intragranular pre-
cipitates. The precipitate at the center in Fig. 4.3 (a) was formed on dislocations.
Fig. 4.3 (c) and (d) shows a periodic network of dislocations along the GB. The dis-
locations on GBs were likely to provide nucleation sites for the M23C6 precipitates
when the specimen undergoes aging [63]. The dislocation arrays were present both
on the HAGBs and the twin boundaries; their width was approximately 100 nm.
Figure 4.3: BF images of as-received Alloy 709. No intergranular precipitate was
observed through the specimen. The dislocation arrays were found on the HAGBs
and the twin boundaries.
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4.3 Intragranular M23C6 Precipitates of Aged Alloy 709
The DF image in Fig. 4.4 shows distributions of the intragranular M23C6 in the
750◦C-300h aged Alloy 709 (A709-750C300h). The image was obtained when only
the electrons diffracted by the {1 1 1} plane of the intragranular M23C6 were allowed
to pass through the objective aperture (The objective lens was located on the {1 1
1} reflection). The brightness in the image arose only from the intragranular M23C6
precipitates. The intragranular M23C6 with a diameter of approximately 50 - 150
nm were uniformly distributed throughout the specimen.
Fig. 4.5 shows the chemical and crystallographic properties of the austenite ma-
trix and the intragranular M23C6 precipitates in the 750
◦C-300h aged Alloy 709.
The iron-to-chrome (Fe-to-Cr) ratio and the nickel-to-chrome (Ni-to-Cr) ratio of
the austenite matrix were identical to the value in the as-received specimen, 2.55
and 1.3, respectively (Since the carbon composition rate could not be obtained
from the EDS analysis, wt% of each element was not calculated here). The EDS
results of the M23C6 precipitate in Fig. 4.5(b) exhibit peaks of Ni and Fe next to
the strongest Cr peak, indicating that Ni and Fe were present in Cr sites. The
Fe-to-Cr ratio of 0.25 and the Ni-to-Cr ratio of 0.08 was similar to those under a
lower aging temperature and shorter aging times, 700◦C - 100 h [33, 64]. Hence, it
was estimated that the partial substitution of Cr by Ni and Fe was saturated once
the M23C6 precipitates were formed. Considering the similar composition in the
austenite in previous reports, the elemental ratio in M23C6 after saturation seemed
to depend on the nominal composition ratio of the material.
The crystallographic correlation of the intragranular M23C6 precipitates and the
austenite matrix in Alloy 709 are shown in Figs. 4.6 (a) and (b), respectively. As ex-
plained in Chapter 2.2.1, the orientation of the DPs of the intragranular M23C6 was
the same as that of the austenitic matrix; the spacing between the DPs was one-third
that of the austenite. Considering the result in Chapter 3.3 that the aγ-Fe/aM23C6
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was not an integer in the Alloy 709 specimens, it was likely that localized strains
were formed near M23C6 due to lattice mismatch and that the intragranular M23C6
precipitates shared a semicoherent interface with the neighboring austenite grain.
Figure 4.4: Dark field image of intragranular M23C6 embedded in the austenite
matrix in Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 300 h. The objective aperture was located
on the (1 1 1) reflection of the intragranular M23C6 so that the brightness arose
from that the (1 1 1) plane.
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Figure 4.5: EDS spectrum of (a) austenite and (b) intragranular M23C6 in Alloy
709 aged at 750◦C for 300 h. Peaks of Ni and Fe were observed next to the
strongest Cr peak in (b), exhibiting the partial substitution of Cr by Ni and Fe in
M23C6 precipitates.
Figure 4.6: DPs of (a) austenite and (b) intragranular M23C6 in Alloy 709 aged at
750◦C for 300 h. The DPs of intragranular M23C6 mixed in the DPs of the
austenite matrix, indicating that M23C6 has an identical crystal structure to that
of austenite and 3·aM23C6 = aγ-Fe. The contrast of DPs was inverted for clarity.
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4.4 M23C6 Precipitates on HAGBs in Alloy 709
Fig. 4.7 shows the stitched BF images of the 750◦C-3000 h aged Alloy 709 spec-
imen (A709-750C3000h). The GB between Grain I (lower) and Grain II (upper)
was located in the center of the image. M23C6 precipitates were distributed along
the GB, which was determined as a HAGB. The elongated shape of intragranular
M23C6 along the GB suggested that the growing speed alongside GBs was higher
than that towards the austenite matrix. Intragranular M23C6 was scattered inside
the grains and observed on dislocations.
4.4.1 Determination of grain boundary type
After aligning three crystal poles of Grain I and Grain II in Fig. 4.7, the DPs
of each grain were indexed as shown in Fig. 4.8. For Grain I, the measured tilting
angle of H1-H2, H2-H3 and H3-H1 were 26.2
◦, 17.3◦ and 30.9◦; <1 0 1>, <2 1 1>
and <3 2 3> were indexed as zone axes for each crystal pole. Possible particular
crystal poles of each family were inserted into Eq.4.1 to check if the angles between
them match to the measured tilting angle. A set of [1 0 1], [3 2 3], and [2 1 1]
gave 25.2◦([1 0 1]-[3 2 3]), 16.8◦([3 2 3]-[2 1 1]), and 30.0◦ ([2 1 2]-[1 0 1]) with the
minimum errors. Therefore, H1, H2, and H3 was determined to be [1 0 1], [3 2 3],
and [2 1 1], respectively. The analysis of Grain II also followed the identical steps.
The indexed crystal orientations and the corresponding tilting angles of Grain I
and Grain II are listed in Table 4.2; they were used to calculate a misorientation

























cos (−5.4) + cos (−0.1− 90)− 1
cos (14.6) + cos (−17.3− 90)− 1
cos (25.3) + cos (−3.7− 90)− 1
 (4.9)
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Figure 4.7: Stitched BF images of the Alloy 709 aged at 750℃ for 3000 h. A
HAGB between two austenite grains was observed in the center of the image and
a series of M23C6 was formed on the HAGB. The region marked with a yellow box
was enlarged in Fig. 4.9 for a further analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Indexed crystal planes of Grain I and Grain II in Fig. 4.7. Crystal
poles of [1 0 1], [3 2 3], and [2 1 1] were indexed for Grain I. [1 0 1], [1 1 4], and [3
2 3] were for in Grain II. Tilting angles between crystal poles was consistent with


























cos (−5.4− 90) + cos (−0.1)− 1
cos (14.6− 90) + cos (−17.3)− 1


























cos (−5.4) + cos (−0.1)− 1
cos (14.6) + cos (−17.3)− 1
cos (25.3) + cos (−3.7)− 1
 (4.11)





















The particular rotation axis was [-0.09, 0.577, -0.618] ∼ [0 1 -1] with the rotation
angle of 44.81◦. Since there was no matching rotation axis and angle to any CSLB
conditions [26], the boundary between them was categorized as the HAGB.
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α β α β
[1 0 1] -5.4 -0.1 [1 0 1] 16.2 -8.7
Grain I [3 2 3] 14.6 -17.3 Grain II [1 1 4] -17.8 -15.5
[2 1 1] 25.3 -3.7 [3 2 3] 0 11.1
4.4.2 Microstructure of M23C6 Precipitates on HAGBs in Alloy 709
Fig. 4.9 (a) and (b) shows the detailed morphology of M23C6 precipitates on
the HAGB in the 750◦C-3000 h aged sample. The image was taken from the re-
gion marked with a yellow box in Fig. 4.8. The M23C6 precipitates were semi-
continuously distributed along the HAGB. The pointed region of the intergranular
M23C6 precipitate (marked in dashed circles) grew approximately 200 nm from the
GB towards Grain I. Besides this region, this precipitate, with a width of approxi-
mately 100 nm, grew up to 500 nm in length alongside the GB.
The specimen was tilted so that the (1 0 1) zone axis of Grain II was parallel
to the beam direction in order to reveal coherency between the grains. Fig. 4.10
(a)-(d) shows the DPs of Grain I, intergranular M23C6, the interface of intergran-
ular M23C6 with Grain II, and Grain II, respectively. The DPs from Grain I in
Fig. 4.10 (a) showed no crystal correlation in comparison to the DPs arising from
the intergranular M23C6 in Fig. 4.10 (b). When the selected area diffraction (SAD)
aperture was moved to the interface of intergranular M23C6 and Grain II, the (0 6
0) and (3 3 3) reflections of M23C6 were excited due to the strong beam arising from
the (0 2 0) and (1 1 1) planes of the austenite matrix, as seen in Fig. 4.10 (c). The
presence of a weak reflection from the precipitate disappeared when the aperture
moved to the austenite matrix of Grain II, as shown in Fig. 4.10(d). This confirmed
that the intergranular M23C6 was nucleated in a lattice correspondence with Grain
II and then grew into the incoherent matrix, i.e. Grain I. The growing preference
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Figure 4.9: (a) BF image and (b) HAADF image of M23C6 precipitates on the
HAGB in Alloy 709 aged at 750℃-3000h (A709-750C3000h). The images were
taken from the yellow box in Fig. 4.7.
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of the intergranular M23C6 in Alloy 709 was identical to the known behaviors of
intergranular M23C6 in other austenitic steels or Ni-based alloys [42,43,65]. Kaneko
et al. explained that the preferential migration of intergranular M23C6 towards in-
coherent matrices is caused by the high interfacial energy of the incoherent interface
of the intergranular M23C6 precipitate with the austenite [42].
Figure 4.10: DPs of (a) Grain I, (b) intergranular M23C6, (c) the interface of
intergranular M23C6 and Grain II, and (d) Grain II in Fig. 4.9. All DPs were
taken when the (1 0 1) zone axis of Grain II was parallel to the beam direction.
The contrast was inverted for clarity.
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4.4.3 Distributions of M23C6 on HAGBs in Alloy 709
Fig. 4.11 shows the DF image when the electrons from the (1 1 0) reflection of
the M23C6 precipitates were allowed to pass the objective aperture. Only electrons
diffracted from the (1 1 0) plane of the M23C6 precipitates in Grain I contributed to
the brightness in the image because the sample was tilted along the <1 0 1> zone
axis of Grain I. The intragranular M23C6 precipitates in Grain I (marked with yellow
arrows) and the intergranular M23C6 precipitates (marked with blue arrows) were
in white color, indicating that their crystal orientation and lattice parameters were
identical. Considering that the intragranular M23C6 precipitates are coherent, it
was confirmed that the intergranular M23C6 precipitates shared coherent interfaces
with Grain I and grew from Grain I toward Grain II. Based on the observation
of the flat interface in the as-received specimen in Fig. 4.3, the estimated original
GB before aging was likely to be flat, which was drawn in a green dashed line in
the image. It could be concluded that the intergranular M23C6 precipitates within
Grain II was nucleated on the HAGBs in a coherency with Grain I that is a parent
grain.
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Figure 4.11: DF image of aged Alloy 709 at 750℃ for 3000 h. The image was
taken when reflections form planes other than (1 1 0) reflection of M23C6
precipitates was blocked. The brightness is arising only from (1 1 0) plane of
M23C6. Note that the brightness in Fig. 4.7(BF images) came from phase and
thickness.
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4.4.4 Intragranular M23C6 near HAGBs of Alloy 709
The precipitate free zone was observed near the HAGB in Fig. 4.9 (a). The GBs
acted as solute sinks so that the regions adjacent to the boundary was unable to
nucleate the precipitates. The width of the precipitate free zone, the distance from
the GB to the intragranular M23C6 precipitates, was approximately 500 nm. Next to
the precipitate free zone, the intragranular M23C6 with a size of approximately 100
nm were distributed on the dislocations. The g·b analysis was performed using four
TEM images with various zones axes to reveal the characteristics of the dislocations
where the precipitate was formed (marked with a blue arrow), as shown in Fig. 4.12.
The dislocations were not shown when the g-vector was < 1 1 1 > and < 2 0 0 >.
These conditions gave the following equations because dislocations could not be
seen when g·b = 0.
g1 · b =< 1 1 1 > · < b1 b2 b3 >= 0 (4.15)
g1 · b =< 2 0 0 > · < b1 b2 b3 >= 0 (4.16)
Eq.4.15 and 4.16 were reduced to b1+b2-b3=0 and b1=0. Then,
b =< 0 b2 b2 >‖< 0 1 1 > (4.17)
<1 1 1> is one of equivalents of [1 1 0]; therefore, the result confirmed that the
dislocation in Fig. 4.12 had a Burgers vector of a
2
[1 1 0], which provides typical
nucleation sites of the intergranular M23C6 in austenitic steels.
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Figure 4.12: BF images of dislocations near the HAGB in Fig. 4.7. The specimen
was aged at the 750◦C for 300 h (A709-750C300h).
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4.5 M23C6 Precipitates on Twin Boundary in Alloy 709
Fig. 4.13 shows the morphology of M23C6 precipitates distributed near the twin
boundary in the Alloy 709 specimen aged at 750℃ for 300 h (A709-750C300h).
Lamella-shaped M23C6 were distributed near the twin boundaries. These precipi-
tates, with a width of 50 - 150 nm, grew to approximately 500 nm in length and
were confined within a distance 5 µm from the twin boundary. The growing direc-
tion was parallel to the coherent twin boundary. The DPs (shown in Fig. 4.15 and
discussed below) of the lamella-shaped precipitates confirmed that they also had a
lattice correspondence of 3·aM23C6 ≈ aγ-Fe with the neighboring austenite matrix.
Figure 4.13: BF image of twin boundaries in Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 3000h
(A709-750C3000h).
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4.5.1 Determination of Grain Boundary Type
The misorientation matrix between the neighboring grains in Fig. 4.13 was cal-
culated using the values in Table 4.3, which were calculated in the same way in
Chapter4.4.1





α β α β
[0 1 1] 11.4 -2 [0 1 1] -20.7 -4.9
Twin I [1 4 5] 4.7 -10.5 Twin II [2 10 5] 0.8 9.5
[1 2 2] -16.1 12.5 [1 3 2] 19.9 -4.6
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cos (−5.4) + cos (−0.1)− 1
cos (14.6) + cos (−17.3)− 1
cos (25.3) + cos (−3.7)− 1
 (4.20)






















The rotation axis was [0.999, -0.847, -0.989], which was (approximately) a par-
ticular vector of the twin boundary rotation axis, [1 1 1]. The rotation angle was
calculated to be 60.1◦. The difference from the exact twin rotation angle of 60◦, θm
(60 - 60.1 = -0.1◦), was less than the maximum allowed deviation angle for the twin
boundaries in the CSL model ( 15
31/2
= 8.66 ◦); therefore, the twinning relationship
between the two grains was verified.
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4.5.2 Microstructure of M23C6 precipitates near twin boundary
The specimen was tilted along the (1 1 2) zone axis of Twin I to check co-
herency. The DPs from Twin I were indexed in Fig. 4.15(a). Fig. 4.15(b) shows
the DPs from the lamella-shaped M23C6 within Twin I, (M23C6)I. The DPs of all
the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitate within Twin I were identical to each other
so that their crystal orientations were parallel to each other. If (M23C6)I had co-
herency with Twin I, the orientation of the DPs from (M23C6)I should have been
in the (1 1 1) and (2 2 0) directions; however, the DPs in Fig. 4.15(b) were present
along the diagonal direction, which was the orientation of reflections of Twin II
in Fig. 4.15(c). The excited reflections in Fig. 4.15(c) was identified as one from
the {1 1 3} plane family using the d-spacing value. Fig. 4.15(d) shows that the
DPs from the lamella-shaped M23C6 within Twin II, (M23C6)II, appeared in the
(1 1 1) and (2 2 0) directions, which were the orientation of the DPs from Twin
I in Fig. 4.15(a). The observation of the coherency of Twin I with (M23C6)II and
Twin II with (M23C6)I indicated that the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates near
the twin boundaries had a different crystal orientation from the neighboring matrix.
In the early stage of precipitation, fine equiaxed M23C6 precipitates were formed
on the incoherent twin boundary [46]. Taking this into account, the observed co-
herency correlation would lead to the conclusion that the fine M23C6 precipitates
on the twin boundaries have the cube-cube relation with one of twinning matrices
(the parent matrix) and then grow towards the opposite side (the twinning ma-
trix) in the shape of lamella. In particular, (M23C6)II precipitates grew towards
Twin II (the twinning matrix), keeping the continuous lattice planes with Twin I
(the parent matrix). Although the energy of the interface of the precipitate with
the twinning matrix is extremely low, it is higher than zero interfacial energy of
the precipitate-parent matrix interface where no lattice change is present. This
would determine the preferential growing toward the twinning matrix, as similar
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to the behavior of intergranular M23C6 precipitates on the HAGBs. Some M23C6
looked like it grew towards both matrices; however, the contrast variation inside
the precipitate suggested two separate precipitates overlapped. Moiré fringes were
observed in the vicinity of the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates due to misfit dis-
locations around the precipitates. The width of the Moiré fringes indicated that
strain fields around the precipitates extended to several tens of nanometers. As
discussed above, aγ-Fe/aM23C6 was not exactly 3 so that the lattice mismatch prob-
ably caused the strains in the region near the interface between the lamella-shaped
M23C6 and the austenite matrix.
Figure 4.14: BF image of lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates on the twin
boundaries in Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 3000h (A709-750C3000h).
4.5.3 Distributions of precipitates near twin boundaries
After tilting the specimen along the [1 1 2] zone axis of the twinning matrix,
the DF image in Fig. 4.16 was taken. The identical methodologies in the previous
chapter were used here. The white contrast in the image arose from (M23C6)II
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Figure 4.15: DPs of (a) Twin I, (b) M23C6)I, (c) Twin II, and M23C6)II. The
contrast was inverted for clarity.
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because only the (1 1 1) reflection of (M23C6)II was allowed to pass through the
objective aperture. It was apparent that the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates had
an identical crystal orientation. All of them also shared a coherent interface with
Twin I.
Fine intergranular M23C6 precipitates, with a size range of 30 - 60 nm, were
observed on the incoherent twin boundary. Their DPs, exclusive of other regions,
could not be obtained since the precipitates were so small. The crystal orientation
should be identical to either (M23C6)I or (M23C6)II because there were no additional
DPs other than the DPs of (M23C6)I and (M23C6)II when the SAD aperture was
located on the incoherent twin boundary. The explanation of why only some of
these precipitates grew in the shape of a lamella is not yet clear.
The EDS mapping performed in Fig. 4.17 showed the Cr, Fe and Ni distribu-
tion across the twin boundary. The Cr distribution exhibited the development of
the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates on the coherent twin boundary, contradict-
ing previous studies showing the absence of carbides on the coherent twin bound-
aries [56, 66]. Lewis et al. also found that the M23C6 precipitates developed along
the coherent twin boundary in the early stage of precipitation [41]. The obser-
vations in this study provided additional pieces of evidence for the precipitation
on the coherent twin boundaries. The precipitates grew up to 800 nm in length,
with approximately 100 nm in width. The DPs of the M23C6 precipitates on the
coherent twin boundary (not shown here) were identical to those of the lamella-
shaped M23C6, implying the crystal orientation and the lattice constant of these
precipitates were identical to each other. Considering the shape and the growing
direction of the M23C6 precipitates on the coherent twin boundary, their precipita-
tion behavior was thought to be identical to that of the lamella-shaped M23C6 on
the incoherent twin boundaries.
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Figure 4.16: Stitched DF images of Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 3000h
(A709-750C3000h). The images were taken when reflections other than the (1 1 1)
reflection of M23C6 precipitates was blocked. The brightness arose only from (1 1
1) plane of M23C6.
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Figure 4.17: EDS element mapping results of the twin boundary in Alloy 709 aged
at 750◦C for 300h (A709-750C300h). Cr was segregated on the incoherent twin
boundary and the coherent twin boundary. Carbon mapping was not shown
because of poor sensitivity.
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4.5.4 3-D Image of Precipitates near Twin Boundaries
The plan-view and cross-sectional-view images of the twin boundaries in Figs. 4.18
clearly showed the lamella-like structure of the M23C6 precipitates. These precipi-
tates on the twin boundaries have been wrongly described as the needle-like or the
bar-like structures in many researches [67–70]. Contrary to this, the observation
confirmed that the growth is limited not along the specific direction but on the spe-
cific habit plane. Given that the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates were located
parallel to the twin boundary, the habit plane was thought to be one of twinning
planes.
To figure out the morphologies of the lamella-shaped M23C6 on the habit plane,
equally spaced cross-sectional images were obtained using the Helios 600i FIB in-
strument as shown in Figs. 4.19. The specimen was tilted so that the twinning plane
was perpendicular to the SEM viewing direction (The twinning plane was approxi-
mately parallel to the screen). These images obviously provided direct information
on the structure of the lamella-shaped M23C6 on the twin boundaries. The spacing
between the images was 10 nm; therefore, it could be estimated that the depth of
lamella-shaped M23C6 was about 40 - 50 nm in consistency with the width in the
2-D TEM images. Figs. 4.19(a) showed the lamella-shaped M23C6 was rooted in the
twin boundary; the length of the precipitate was approximately 300 nm as shown
in Figs. 4.19(d). The shape of precipitate looked like an elongated circle and the
length was about 300 nm, which was much longer than M23C6 precipitates in the
HAGBs.
In Fig. 4.19 (d), the lamella-shaped M23C6 was disconnected to the twin boundary
though it was connected from the twin boundary in Fig. 4.19 (a). The discontinuity
of the lamella-shaped M23C6 have been frequently noted in other researches because
the cross-section of the specimen was not perfectly parallel to the habit plane.
These morphologies misled the interpretation of the microstructure of the lamella-
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shaped M23C6 in previous studies [46, 71, 72]. They thought the lamella-shaped
M23C6 precipitates were formed on the dislocations at a distance from the twin
boundary. Beckitt and Clark explained that the stress due to volume changes of
M23C6 guide the growth of M23C6 out from the twin boundary [71]. According
to Singhal and Martin, the precipitate was likely to induce the repulsion of the
Shockley partial dislocation and then this would lead the incomplete precipitation
inside the precipitates that was observed as a break [72]. Sasmal suggested that
the higher elastic modulus along <1 1 1> might drive the growth parallel to the
coherent twin boundary after the precipitates are formed on the dislocations [46].
The SEM results here showed the discontinuity between the precipitate and the
twin boundary was because the precipitate was located at a small angle off the
surface. Therefore, the FIB removed the twin boundary and the upper part of
the precipitate after taking Fig. 4.19 (b). Therefore, the discontinuity in SEM and
TEM results was due that the sectioning of the specimen was not perfectly parallel
to the habit plane.
Figure 4.18: (a) Plan-view image of lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates near the
twin boundary. (b) 45◦ view cross-sectional image of (a). 8× 3× 8um trench was
cut to show the cross-section.
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Figure 4.19: Equally spaced cross-sectional images of lamella-shaped M23C6 in the
twin boundary. The spacing between images was approximately 10nm.
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4.6 Microstructure of Intergranular M23C6 Precipitates
Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 shows the schematic of the microstructure of the intergranular
M23C6 precipitates on HAGBs and the lamella-shaped M23C6 on twin boundaries,
respectively. Both of them grow in a cube-cube relationship with the neighboring
austenite grain, [001]γ‖[001]M23C6 and [110]γ‖[110]M23C6 , in a lattice correspondence
of 3·aM23C6 ∼ aγ-Fe. The intergranular M23C6 precipitates share relatively flat coher-
ent interfaces either of neighboring grains, the parent grain. The other interface is
rounded outward and incoherent. The intergranular M23C6 precipitates are rooted
in the parent grain and grow toward the incoherent grain. The growth is much
faster alongside the GBs so the intergranular precipitates exhibit the elongated
shape alongside the GB.
In case of the lamella-shaped M23C6 on the twin boundaries, their crystal corre-
lation with the neighboring matrix was analogous to that of intergranular M23C6
precipitates on the HAGBs. The lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates are rooted in
one of the twinning matrices, sharing the coherent interface with it. They have
a habit plane and grow towards the opposite side that is the twinning matrix of
the parent matrix. The growing direction of the lamella-shaped M23C6 rooted in
the other matrix is opposite. Considering the shape of the precipitate, it was esti-
mated that the growth of the lamella-shaped M23C6 results from the diffusion from
the matrix as in other intergranular M23C6 precipitates on the HAGBs. The fine
equiaxed M23C6 are also formed on the twin boundaries.
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Figure 4.20: Schematic of the microstructure of M23C6 precipitates on HAGBs.
Grains in same color represent the identical crystallographic orientation.
Figure 4.21: Schematic of the microstructure of lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates




EFFECT OF INTERGRANULAR M23C6
PRECIPITATES ON MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF ALLOY 709
The third objective of this study is to investigate the impact of the M23C6 precip-
itation on the mechanical response of Alloy 709 under deformation. As discussed in
Chapter 3 and 4, the intergranular M23C6 precipitates were the dominant precipi-
tate phase in the aged Alloy 709 specimens. There will be significant precipitation
on the GBs during high temperature operation in the advanced reactors even if
the pristine Alloy 709 is used. Therefore, in-situ XRD experiments would provide
valuable information on how the intergranular M23C6 precipitates correlate with
the microstructural evolution of the material. Dogbone specimens cut from the as-
received and the aged Alloy 709 sample were uniaxially strained while synchrotron
diffractions were recorded. One as-received, two aged specimens were chosen to fig-
ure out the roles of the M23C6 precipitates for strengthening the material. The 2D
ring diffraction patterns were analyzed to calculate lattice strains, applied stress,
Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. The mechanical behaviors under deformation
are discussed in terms of the correlation of the intergranular M23C6 precipitates and
the austenite matrix. The morphological changes near the intergranular M23C6 pre-





After aging of the Alloy 709 samples, an electrical discharge machining (EDM)
was used to machine dogbone specimens at the MechSE Machine Shop in the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana and Champaign. Fig. 5.1 shows a drawing of the
dogbone specimens; the thickness and the width of the narrow section were 12mm
and 0.75 mm, respectively. Three aging conditions were chosen to test Alloy 709
with different M23C6 volume fractions: as-received (A709-AsR), 750
◦C-10h (A709-
750C10h), and 750◦C-3000h (A709-750C300h). As shown in Fig. 3.11, the volume
fractions of A709-AsR, A709-750C10h, and A709-750C300h were 0, 0.09, 0.15 wt%,
respectively.
Figure 5.1: Dimensions of the dogbone tensile specimens.
5.1.2 In-situ Synchrotron XRD Measurement during Tensile Test
The in-situ synchrotron diffraction profiles measurements during tensile-straining
were carried out at room temperature and atmospheric in the APS synchrotron 1-ID
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beam line in Argonne national lab. The experimental setup and beam conditions
were identical to that of the ex-situ measurements in Chapter 3. The picture of the
tensile specimen holder and the detectors are shown in Fig. 5.2. A MTS closed-loop
servo-hydraulic tensile load frame (Model 858) was attached to the beam line and
the tensile holder was mounted on the load frame to secure the dogbone tensile
specimens. A pre-loading with a small load of approximately 20N was applied to
the specimens to remove slack. The specimens were strained vertically at a constant
holder grip movement speed of 5× 10−5mm/s (corresponding strain rate of 10−5/s)
in the elastic regime. An incident beam with a size of 100× 100 µm horizontally
scanned the specimens with a step size of 10 µm. 50 scans were averaged to obtain a
diffraction profile at each data point. It took about 1 - 2 h to pass the elastic regime
and then the grip movement speed increased to 5× 10−4mm/s (corresponding strain
rate of 10−4/s) to reduce test time (3-5 h depending on the total strain). The length
of an exposed region (between the holder grips) of the specimen was set as the
initial length of the specimen, 5mm. The increasing distance between the holder
grips during the test was measured to calculate the engineering strain.
2-D diffraction rings at each data point were analyzed to measure the lattice strain
change for the austenite and the precipitate. The diffraction rings recorded on the
detectors were circular without uniaxial load. When the specimen was strained
along the loading direction, the strain of the specimen was positive in the axial
direction and negative in the transverse direction of the loading direction. Because
2θ and d-spacing were in inverse relation, the diffraction rings became ellipsoidal
rings that the long axis was oriented in the transverse direction. Fig 5.3 shows an
array of each detector: GE 1 (η=270◦) and GE 3 (η=90◦) detectors in the axial
direction; GE 2(η=180◦) and GE 4 (η=360◦) detectors in the transverse direction.
The diffraction rings were integrated over a 20◦ on each direction. In particular,
the rings with an azimuthal angle of 80-100◦ and 260-280◦ were integrated to ob-
tain a 1-D diffraction spectrum in the axial direction; 170-190◦ and 350-10◦ in the
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transverse direction. Each 1-D diffraction spectrum was fitted with a pseudo-Voigt
function using the GSAS 2 software to find the peak center(θ0), intensity, and width.
Changes in d-spacing represents lattice strain development of grains orientated with
{h k l} lattice plane perpendicular to the loading direction. The initial d-spacing
of {h k l} reflection, dhkl0 , and the d-spacing of the {h k l} reflection, dhkl, were








where θ0 is the center of the fitted {h k l} reflection in the 1-D diffraction spectrum
of the specimen without external load. The strain for each {h k l} reflection could






Figure 5.2: The MTS tensile tester and the grip holder at the APS synchrotron
1-ID beam line. The 4 GE detectors were seen behind the holder. An inset
showed an enlarged image of the grip holder and a loaded Alloy 709 specimen.
Figure 5.3: Diffraction rings recorded on the 4 GE detectors. 2D-diffraction rings
associated with the austenite are labelled.
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5.2 Mechanical Properties of Alloy 709
Fig. 5.4 shows the engineering stress as a function of engineering strain curves
for the as-received Alloy 709 (A709-AsR), the Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 300h
(A709-750C300h), the Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 3000h (A709-750C3000h. The
mechanical properties of each specimen are listed in Table 5.1. The serrations in
the early stage of the as-received tensile curve were caused by the force release.
The synchrotron X-ray beam line suddenly stopped for 1 h during the test, so the
straining was paused and then continued after the beam was back to normal. The
data during was removed; the curve excluding the break was analogous to the curves
of the as-received Alloy 709 that was measured at the other hydraulic tensile test
machine [73]. The aged Alloy 709 exhibited shorter elongation and higher ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) than the as-received one in accordance with the typical
behaviors of the aged alloys due to precipitation hardening. The elongation of the
as-received, the 750◦C-300h, and the 750◦C-3000h Alloy 709 specimens were 0.57,
0.68, and 0.72, respectively. This was in relation to the volume fraction increase,
which was discussed in Chapter 4, indicating the ductility of aged Alloy 709 was
strongly correlated with the M23C6 precipitates. The Yield strength and the UTS
increased with increasing volume fraction of the M23C6 precipitates; however, there
was no noticeable change between the 10 h and 300 h specimens. The Young’s
modulus increased by 30 % and the UTS doubled in the aged specimens, confirming
M23C6 contributed to strengthening of the aged Alloy 709.
Table 5.1: Mechanical properties of as-received Alloy 709 (A709-AsR), Alloy 709
aged at 750◦C for 300h (A709-750C300h), Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 3000h
(A709-750C3000h).
Samples Young’s modulus Yield strength UTS Elongation
[GPa] [MPa] [MPa]
as-received 101 178 514 0.57
750◦C-10h 128 305 688 0.68
750◦C-300h 137 345 671 0.72
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Figure 5.4: (a) Engineering stress curves as a function of engineering strain and
(b) zoomed-in curves in the elastic regime for as-received Alloy 709 (A709-AsR),
Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for 300h (A709-750C300h), Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for
3000h (A709-750C3000h). The force release during the unexpected stoppage of
the beam line caused serrations in the early plastic deformation region of the
tensile curve for the as-received one. Mechanical properties were not affected by
the serration in comparison with the tensile tests of identical sample set that was
performed in the other hydraulic tensile load frame.
5.3 Lattice Strain Evolution of Austenite Matrix in Alloy
709
Fig. 5.5 shows the lattice strain curves versus engineering stress of the austenite
for the as-received (A709-AsR), the 750◦C-300h (A709-750C10h), and the 750◦C-
300h (A709-750C300h) Alloy 709 specimens. Like the engineering stress - engineer-
ing strain curves in Fig. 5.4, the engineering stress - the lattice strain curve was
linear over the strain range of 0-2× 10−3. As stress increased, the curves deviated
from the linearity in all specimens; the starting points of non-linearity were roughly
180, 300, and 350 [MPa] in the as-received, the 750◦C-10h, and the 750◦C-300h
specimen, respectively. The points were consistent with the transition point from
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the elastic regime to the plastic regime, confirming that the non-linearity of the
lattice strain evolution also started from the onset of the plastic regime.
The lattice evolution was distinct among planes (A detailed discussion about this
can be found in the next chapter). Grains orientated with {2 0 0}γ-Fe were the most
strained for all aging conditions. The anisotropic behavior was attributed to the
slip system in fcc materials. When the tensile axis is aligned to a 〈2 0 0〉 direction,
four slip directions in the cubic system are distributed symmetrically around 〈2 0
0〉 so that the slips are much favorable along the 〈2 0 0〉 direction [74]. At the
given engineering stress of 400 MPa, the strain in the as-received, the 750◦C-10h,
the 750◦C-300h specimen was 4.5× 10−3, 3.8× 10−3, and 3.8× 10−3, respectively.
Considering that the strain is proportional to the applied load, the lower strain of
the austenite indicated that some portion of the load on the austenite was taken over
to the precipitates, confirming the strengthening effect of the M23C6 precipitates.
The other noticeable point was that the maximum strain for {2 0 0}γ-Fe did not vary
with the aging conditions. {2 0 0}γ-Fe was strained up to approximately 8.4× 10−3
until fracture, suggesting the austenite matrix of Alloy 709 could not withstand the
lattice strain more than 8.4× 10−3.
5.4 Anisotropy of Austenite Matrix in Alloy 709
As reviewed in Chapter 2.3.3, the austenite matrix exhibits an elastically anisotropy
under uniaxial loading and its Young’s modulus of each {h k l} plane could be
predicted using Reuss’s model. S11, S12, S44 of the austenite stainless steel are
0.757,-0.18,and 0.86, respectively; Eq.2.7 gave the calculated elastic modulus for
each plane. {h k l}γ-Fe specific elastic modulus are E111 = 220 GPa, E200 = 132
GPa, E220 = 188 GPa, and E311 = 163 GPa.
Fig. 5.6 shows Ehkl as a function of anisotropy factor, Ahkl(calculated from Eq.2.10).
The predicted value by Reuss’s model and the measured value from Fig. 5.4 are
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Figure 5.5: Lattice evolution of the austenite matrix along the loading direction
and the transverse direction for (a) as-received Alloy 709 (A709-AsR), (b) Alloy
709 aged at 750◦C for 10h (A709-750C10h), and (c) Alloy 709 aged at 750◦C for
300h (A709-750C300h). The open symbols represent the transverse direction.
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plotted. The data points in the elastic regime were fitted using the linear least
squares fitting to calculate the slope (stiffness), Ehkl. Ehkl was in proportional re-
lation to Ahkl for all aging conditions as predicted by Reuss’ model. There was no
obvious trend change between the as-received one and the aged ones, leading to an
estimate that the presence of M23C6 precipitates did not impact the anisotropy of
the austenite in the elastic regime.
The linear relation between the macrostress and the lattice strain started to vary
from the onset of the plastic regime as shown in Fig. 5.7. There was no obvious
non-linearity for {1 1 1}γ-Fe. The linearity for {1 1 1}γ-Fe over the full range of
strain was reported in previous studies on other stainless steels and nickel-base
alloys with a fcc structure [75–78]. Grains orientated with brittle {1 1 1}γ-Fe, which
elastic modulus was the highest, did not yield over the entire strain range. The
non-linearity of the lattice strain evolution was observed in all reflections except for
{1 1 1}γ-Fe. The slope of {2 0 0}γ-Fe in the plastic regime was the lowest among
the planes as well as in the elastic regime, indicating grains orientated with {2 0
0}γ-Fe are the softest both in the elastic and plastic regime. The lattice strain for {2
0 0}γ-Fe was further strained than the extrapolated linearity from the onset of the
plastic regime for all conditions, while in the curve of {2 2 0}γ-Fe a negative deviation
from the extrapolated linearity was observed for 750◦C-300h aging condition. The
contrast behavior of {2 0 0}γ-Fe and {2 2 0}γ-Fe was due to the microstress on the
austenite grains [49]. As the macrostress increased, the {2 0 0}γ-Fe orientated grains
yielded first and the further lattice microstrain was induced along the {2 0 0}γ-Fe
orientated grains in the plastic regime. The tensile intergranular microstrain of {2
0 0}γ-Fe orientated grains resulted in the compressive microstress on {2 0 0}γ-Fe
orientated grains. The negative microstrain due to compressive microstress was
observed as the negative deviation from the extrapolated linearity, although the
net increase in lattice strain was positive over the entire strain.
The presence of M23C6 appeared to influence the anisotropy of the austenite.
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The slope of {2 0 0}γ-Fe was approximately 60% higher in the as-received specimen
than in the aged ones, while the discrepancy was relatively small in other planes.
The precipitates inside the matrix were known to induce multiple slips instead of
a single slip and then decrease the anisotropy [79, 80]. Therefore, the preferential
strain for {2 0 0}γ-Fe was very likely limited by the M23C6 precipitates. Considering
that {2 0 0}γ-Fe orientated grains determine the yield of the austenite matrix during
lattice strain development under uniaxial loading, it could be concluded that the
strengthening in aged Alloy 709 resulted from the preferential hardening of {2 0
0}γ-Fe orientated grains by the intergranular M23C6 precipitates.
The anisotropy was also observed along the transverse direction in all specimens
as shown in Fig. 5.5. {2 0 0}γ-Fe compressed most. The Poisson’s ratio of {2 0
0}γ-Fe was calculated using the ratio of the lattice strain in the transverse direction
to that in the axial direction represents: 0.293, 0.281, and 0.291 for the as-received,
the 750◦C-10h, and the 750◦C-300h specimens, respectively. The trend did not
show any obvious correlation with the aging condition.
Figure 5.6: Young’s modulus curves as a function of anisotropic factor, Ahkl, for
as-received and aged Alloy 709. Predicted Young’s moduli by Reuss’ model were
plotted together with the experimental results.
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Figure 5.7: Lattice evolution of (a) {2 2 2}γ-Fe, (b) {2 2 0}γ-Fe, and (c) {2 0 0}γ-Fe
for as-received and aged Alloy 709.
5.5 Behavior of Precipitates in Alloy 709 under Stress
Fig. 5.8 exhibits the lattice strain evolution of the NbN and the M23C6 precip-
itates. The lattice strain of the NbN precipitates increased up to 7.9× 10−3 with
increasing strain in the as-received specimen. The maximum lattice strain was con-
siderably reduced in the aged samples, increasing to 5.2× 10−3 and 4.8× 10−3 in
the 750◦C-10h specimen and the 750◦C-300h specimen, respectively. The maximum
load on the NbN phase were calculated using Eq.3.1: 2.8 GPa, 1.84 GPa, and 1.7
GPa for the as-received, the 750◦C-10h, and the 750◦C-300h specimen, respectively.
The lower load for the aging samples confirmed the load partitioning of the M23C6
precipitates as also evidenced by the lower lattice strain of the austenite for the
aged specimen. For the M23C6 precipitates, the trend in lattice strain increase
was similar, reaching 8.6× 10−3 and 8× 10−3 for the 750◦C-10h specimen and the
750◦C-300h specimen, respectively. The maximum load of M23C6 was 20% higher
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for the 750◦C-10h specimen compared to the 750◦C-300h specimen, 2.5 GPa and 2.9
GPa, respectively. When the volume fraction of each phase was taken into account,
the loading partitioning fraction of M23C6 could be obtained:
fM23C6 =
V M23C6 · σM23C6
V M23C6 · σM23C6 + V NbN · σNbN
(5.3)
where V is the volume fraction for each phase. fM23C6 was 0, 0.23, and 0.63 for
as-received (0.15 wt% of NbN), 750◦C-10h (0.14 wt% of NbN and 0.03 wt% of
M23C6), and 750
◦C-300h (0.15 wt% of NbN and 0.18 wt% of M23C6), respectively.
Therefore, it could be confirmed that both the M23C6 and the NbN contributed to
strengthening the material. fM23C6 appeared to similar to the volume fraction ratio
of M23C6 to NbN, indicating the load partitioning of each precipitate phase was in
strong relation to its volume fraction.
Figure 5.8: Lattice strain evolution of (a) NbN and (b) M23C6 in as-received,
750◦C-10h, and 750◦C-300h Alloy 709. {4 2 0}M23C6 and {2 0 0}NbN was chosen
because it was the strongest peak. Other weak peaks were hard to be
differentiated from background noise since the intensity was too low.
In contrast to the behavior of the austenite, it was noted that the increase of the
lattice strain for both precipitate phases was saturated in the plastic regime. This
indicated that the NbN and the M23C6 precipitates could not withstand significant
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stress and subsequently started to fail. The failure of precipitate was observed
in the SEM results as well. Fig. 5.9 exhibit the morphologies near HAGBs and
twin boundaries of the as-received and 750◦C-300h Alloy 709 after fracture. The
images were taken from the representative region without severe deformation, which
was at 5 mm distance from a necking point. The images clearly showed how the
austenite matrix reacts to the failure of the precipitates during deformation. In
the as-received Alloy 709, a few microcracks were observed next to intragranular
precipitates and no microcrack was found on the GBs. In contrast to this, the
GBs decorated with the intergranular M23C6 precipitates in aged Alloy 709 showed
different behaviors. A large number of microcracks were observed along the HAGBs,
indicating that the formation of the microcracks was mostly due to the delamination
of the interphase interface or the fracture inside the intergranular precipitates on
the HAGBs. Therefore, the results led to the conclusion that the microstructural
failure near the precipitates limit the load partitioning effect of the precipitates in
the aged material.
Figure 5.9: Microcracks in the Alloy 709 specimen after failure: (a) as-received





Alloy 709 specimens aged at 550, 650 and 750℃ for 1 to 3000 h were investigated
using various analytical tools such as SEM, EBSD, EDS, TEM, STEM, and syn-
chrotron diffraction analysis. The morphological, microstructural, and mechanical
properties of the M23C6 precipitates in the aged Alloy 709 were successfully studied.
First, the morphologies of precipitates were varied by the characteristics of the
GBs and the precipitation time threshold in Alloy 709 were different from other
Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic alloys. The findings are summarized as follows:
(i) M23C6 was the predominant precipitate phase of the aged Alloy 709.
(ii) No M23C6 was formed under aging at 550
◦C; intense precipitation of M23C6
precipitates was found on grain boundaries after aging at 650 and 750◦C.
(iii) Elongated M23C6 precipitates and lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates were
formed on HAGBs and twin boundaries, respectively.
(iv) The precipitation time threshold of the intergranular M23C6 on the HAGBs
was shorter than that of the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates.
(v) The frequency and the volume fraction of the M23C6 increased after the precip-
itation threshold and did not reach saturation for aging conditions in this study.
These results confirmed the Time-Temperature-Precipitation diagram of the M23C6
precipitate phase, which was different from the known Time-Temperature-Precipitation
diagram of other Fe-20Cr-25Ni austenitic steels. The formation of intergranular
M23C6 precipitates caused compressive stress on the austenite matrix and tensile
stress on the M23C6 precipitates, which became higher with increasing aging time
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because of the volumetric expansion of the intergranular M23C6 precipitates.
Second, the intergranular M23C6 precipitates on the HAGBs and the lamella-
shaped M23C6 precipitates on the twin boundaries crystallographically correlated
with the neighboring austenite matrix. The M23C6 precipitates formed as an
fcc structure (Fm-3m) in a cube - cube relationship with the austenite matrix,
[001]γ-Fe‖[001]M23C6 and [110]γ-Fe‖[110]M23C6 . The observation of an identical crystal
orientation between the intergranular M23C6 and the neighboring austenite grain
indicated that the intergranular M23C6 on the HAGBs were rooted in either of the
neighboring grains, sharing a coherent interface with the austenite matrix. The in-
tergranular M23C6 grew toward the opposite side of the parent grain while maintain-
ing a lattice correspondence with the parent matrix, 3·aM23C6 ≈ aγ-Fe. The equally
spaced cross-sectional images confirmed that the lamella-shaped M23C6 precipitates
on the twin boundaries were also rooted in either of the neighboring grains, con-
tradicting the controversial explanation of the discontinuity of the lamella-shaped
M23C6 from the twin boundaries. Compared to the intergranular M23C6 on the
HAGBs, the growth was confined on the habit plane, one of the twinning planes.
The intergranular M23C6 precipitates that was rooted in the same grain had an
identical crystal orientation.
Third, the presence of the M23C6 strengthened the material and also resulted
in morphological changes near the grain boundaries. The austenite anisotropically
responded to applied stress both in the elastic regime and the plastic regime. An
obvious correlation between the precipitate and the anisotropic behavior of the
austenite was not observed. Grains orientated with {2 0 0}γ-Fe that yielded first
was strained most, governing the yield and the failure of the austenite matrix. The
stiffness of {2 0 0}γ-Fe in the aged Alloy 709 substantially increased, confirming that
M23C6 hardened the material by reducing the microstrain of {2 0 0}γ-Fe orientated
grains. The tensile microstrain of {2 0 0}γ-Fe orientated grains induced compressive
stress on {2 2 0}γ-Fe orientated grains, while grains orientated with {1 1 1}γ-Fe,
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which has the highest elastic modulus, did not yield over the entire strain range.
The presence of M23C6 precipitates substantially increased the strength of the Alloy
709 while taking over the load. The small volume fraction of M23C6 was effective in
strengthening and M23C6 became the main strengthening phase with the increase in
volume fraction. The mechanical failure of the precipitates, which were confirmed
by the formation of microcracks near the precipitates, limited further increase of




This section will describe the proposed direction of future works based on the
limits of this study. Although this study revealed many of the microstructural
properties of the intergranular M23C6 in the aged Alloy 709 and their impact on
the mechanical properties of the material. More experimental tasks could be sug-
gested to provide a comprehensive understanding of the growth behavior and the
strengthening mechanism of the M23C6 precipitates in austenitic steels.
7.1 Morphologies of M23C6 in Early Stage of Precipitation
The study of the microstructural evolution of the intergranular M23C6 in the
early stage of precipitation in Alloy 709 will provide a complement to this study.
In particular, the study will focus on how the M23C6 precipitates nucleate on the
dislocations and grow toward the neighboring austenite matrix. The study needs
to include the behaviors of intergranular M23C6 on other GB types, such as LAGBs
or triple junctions, which were not studied in this research, as well as on HAGBs
and twin boundaries.
The proposed work scope involves two elements, specimen preparation and exper-
imental characterization. Alloy 709 samples right before the precipitation thresh-
old will yield information in regard to the nucleation behavior of the intergranular
M23C6 precipitates in the early stage of precipitation. The aging conditions can
be chosen based on the Time-Temperature-Precipitation diagram of Alloy 709 that
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was obtained in this study. The morphologies will be similar to those in Fig. 2.5.
Tiny faceted precipitates are expected to be distributed along the GBs. In the
specimens subjected under a longer aging process, the intergranular M23C6 precip-
itates will coarsen and then segregate in a semi-continuous thin layer, revealing the
microstructural evolution of intergranular M23C6.
Various techniques are needed to study the crystallographic properties of the in-
tergranular M23C6 precipitates. Considering the lower limit of the area selection
of the selected area diffraction aperture (approximately 200nm in most TEMs),
electron DPs of each nano-sized crystal in the specimens in the early stage of pre-
cipitation could be obtained using the nano aperture election diffraction (NAED)
technique. When a small condenser aperture is inserted, a beam-aligning lens can
limit the probe size to less than several tens of nanometers and focus a parallel
transmitted beam on the front focal plane of the objective lens. The diffracted
beam from this nano-sized probe, which is smaller than the grain size, will reveal
the crystal information of the nano-sized crystals. The DPs will exhibit coherency
with either of the neighboring grains as well. In addition, the dark field imaging
technique, which was utilized in this study, will be applicable to the observation of
tiny intergranular precipitates in the early stage of precipitation.
7.2 Chemical Analysis of Intergranular M23C6
Chemical information is of considerable interest as well because it will explain
the formation mechanism of the intergranular precipitates. Cr diffusion from the
austenite matrix is the driving force behind the precipitation and, therefore, the
observations of the Cr distribution near the interface of the intergranular M23C6
precipitates will provide a fundamental understanding of the formation of inter-
granular M23C6. Atom probe tomography (ATP) makes it possible to see if the
Cr-depleted zones are located near the intergranular M23C6 precipitates. More-
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over, the comparison of the elemental concentrations of the intergranular M23C6
precipitates on the different types of GBs would be informative.
7.3 Dislocation Movement near Intergranular M23C6
More TEM analysis will provide better insight into the strengthening mechanism
of the intergranular precipitates. Because the precipitates strengthen the material
via impeding the movement of dislocations, the intergranular precipitates act as
barriers to the transmission of dislocations from one grain to the next during de-
formation, causing the dislocation pile-up on intergranular precipitates. The best
investigative tool for the movement of dislocations near the GBs is in-situ TEM.
The results will be compared to the GBs without precipitates where the tangled
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